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Confessions of a Backdoor Betty: Why I Love Anal Sex

and Why I Wrote This Book

Confessions

Yes, I admit it—I love anal sex. The first time someone put a finger in my butt, I almost went crazy from the pleasure. The sensations I experienced were so intense, incredible, and heavenly that it was mind-blowing. I felt high from the experience, and I couldn't wait to do it again. The first time I put my finger in someone else's butt, the results were just as fabulous—I felt entrusted with my partner's deepest vulnerabilities, in awe of the ecstatic pleasure I could give. Then came more fingers, tongues, vibrators, small dildos, bigger dildos, butt plugs, a penis, bigger butt plugs, even an entire small hand.
Each time I could take a little more and give a little more, I felt more sexually alive and powerful. As I incorporated anal eroticism into my sex life, my sex life became better and better. The sex got hotter, my partners extra adventurous, my orgasms fierce and explosive. The physical sensations were undeniably some of the best I'd ever felt in my life. I confess too that beyond the deep body gratification, the naughtiness of it all really turned me on. Even my most kinky, sexually liberated friends weren't doing this—or if they were, they never talked about it (and I knew the intimate details of everything else they were doing in bed). Only sexually voracious gay men fucked each other's asses with abandon the way I was. Neither my partners nor I identified as gay men, so what did we think we were doing?

**Too Many Myths**

Growing up in this culture, it is nearly impossible to escape the taboo of anal sexuality and all the myths surrounding it. From an early age, we are taught that our assholes are private, dirty, and shouldn't be touched in a sexual way. Whether we learn about the birds and the bees from popular books or in sex education class, the anus is rarely mentioned, unless to say it's behind our genitals. As I grew up, I heard "fag jokes" about men who "do each other in the butt"; these men were derided for their practice of anal sex. If we do hear about people other than gay men having sex, they are usually labeled "kinky" or "perverted," and the sex is clearly considered abnormal. When anal sex is acknowledged as an erotic preference in sex research and popular advice columns, it is portrayed as a fantasy of straight men whose women partners endure pain in order to please. There are rarely representations of women who enjoy anal sex with either men or women. Most recently, anal sex has been linked to the AIDS virus and represented as dangerous and
even deadly.

I became sexually active in the eighties, just at the beginning of the AIDS crisis; by the time I became more sexually literate and experienced and discovered the pleasures of anal sex, AIDS had become epidemic. Because gay men were becoming infected in alarming numbers, they became designated the high-risk group. According to the majority of safer sex guidelines at the time, anal sex was how you got AIDS. And I was having anal sex. It's scary when major medical institutions tell you that one of your favorite things to do in the world is no longer just naughty, but actually life-threatening.

The progress made in the sexually liberated 1970s and the decadent 1980s, which contributed to a wider acceptance of many sexual practices previously considered taboo (including anal sex), was squelched by AIDS phobia in the 1990s. For example, in the first edition of the very popular The Joy of Sex, published in 1972, Dr. Alex Comfort writes:

This [anal intercourse] is something which nearly every couple tries once. A few stay with it usually because the woman finds that it gives her intenser feelings than the normal route and is pleasurably tight for the man.¹

However, in The New Joy of Sex: A Gourmet Guide to Lovemaking for the Nineties, Comfort describes the rectum as "a canal primarily engineered for other purposes." He dismisses the practice of anal sex because of the risks associated with HIV infection: "In the light of present knowledge, this is best avoided altogether."

When the fear of AIDS first became widespread, much of the so-called safer sex guidelines were rife with misinformation. The same institutions releasing propaganda about safer sex
claimed that heterosexuals and lesbians weren't at risk. Then heterosexuals and lesbians started getting sick. Members of the gay community and AIDS activists realized that the key to saving lives was having correct information and making it widely available. The problem is that myths and misinformation about anal sex are rampant in our society, while accurate statistics, facts, personal experiential accounts, and healthy, positive representations are nearly impossible to find. Soon, activists realized that they had to start producing their own information.

**The Truth About Girls and Boys**

Of the little that has been written about anal eroticism, much has been by and for men who have anal sex with other men. In fact, in spite of the cultural taboo and largely because of AIDS, many members of the gay community have openly acknowledged that gay men have anal sex. In general, gay men seem to embrace anal sexuality and discuss it more honestly than others. In the wake of the AIDS epidemic and its devastating effects on the gay male community, exploration of the practice and risks of anal sex has become a way to save lives. Yet, because discussions, informative workshops, and literature tend to be community-based, people outside the community don't always have access to them.

This book is written primarily for women who want to learn more about anal sex and health and to explore insertive and receptive anal pleasure with women, men, and transgender people. My work focuses on the particular psychological, emotional, physical, and health-related issues that women face. Although the book concentrates on the experiences of women, many of the guidelines and generalizations about anal sex apply to everyone, regardless of gender.
"I'd Like Another, Please, Sir"

It is surprising to me that only one book exists that is devoted solely to anal eroticism: *Anal Pleasure and Health* by Jack Morin. While it is an incredibly groundbreaking, informative, and insightful work, it seems odd that it is the only one in a field populated by so much selection and variety. I recently decided to investigate just what sex books are being sold in America's bookstores. As my test site, I chose a well-known national chain bookstore in a fairly conservative neighborhood of Manhattan.

As I perused the shelves of the "Sexuality" section, I found an extensive selection. The majority of the books were devoted to improving the sexual awareness and the sex lives of readers—they discussed how to have hot sex, better sex, orgasmic sex, more sex, and safer sex. There were books by sex therapists, sexologists, sex researchers, sex workers, sex advisors, and other sexuality specialists. There were even a half-dozen titles dedicated to fairly alternative sexual practices, such as sadomasochism (S/M), dominance and submission, pain and pleasure, and bondage and discipline. Obviously, there is a significant market for sex books. This is due in part to our society's obsession with sex and sexuality, but it also reflects the importance of sex in our lives. People are hungry for information, ideas, and advice on all aspects of sexuality.

Among the thousands of books about sex currently in print, many are quite focused and specialized, covering such topics as solo sex, oral sex, vibrator sex, sex after fifty, fantasy sex, lesbian sex, phone sex, role-playing sex, gay sex, tantric sex, healing sex, transgender sex, cybersex, leather sex, kinky sex. There are also titles devoted to erotic massage, foreplay, romance, cross-dressing, monogamy, and nonmonogamy. And yet among the sea of sex volumes, there is only one about anal sex.
Anal Pleasure Stuck in the Margins

In general self-help sex manuals and other books that claim to cover the full spectrum of sexual practices, anal sex usually receives a mere few pages or a couple of sentences—if it is not left out altogether. In popular titles like Dr. Ruth Westheimer's Sex for Dummies™ and Sex in America: A Definitive Survey, there is only brief information about anal eroticism and health. The coverage of anal sexuality pales in comparison to thoughtful, thorough, and informative sections on just about every other kind of sexuality; in addition, the information presented is often negative, misinformed, outdated, and even incorrect. So, while these volumes are described as "complete," "definitive," and "comprehensive," those of us searching for information on anal pleasure are often left wondering why it's missing.

Media Representations M. I. A.

If anal sex is in the margins of written works, it's off the map in other media. When was the last time you saw a positive representation of anal eroticism in a film? When was the last time someone mentioned anal sex on television? In a mainstream magazine? When I asked a group of women where they had seen representations of anal sex, the responses included:

- Anal Pleasure and Health, by Jack Morin (the only book of its kind)
- Try (a novel) and other works by Dennis Cooper
- Trust (a guide to handballing, or anal fisting), by Bert Herrman
- The original edition of The Joy of Sex
- Lesbian erotica
- The Story of O (classic erotic S/M novel), by Pauline Reage
- The Lesbian S/M Safety Manual, edited by Pat Califia
- Sapphistry: The Book of Lesbian Sexuality, by Pat Califia
The Good Vibrations mail-order catalog
Gay male erotic magazines and videos
Chester Mainard's anal massage video
Porn videos
Leather-S/M community workshops

One respondent said: "From my perspective, I think there's mostly been a dearth of information, a loud silence, about women's—especially heterosexual women's—anal desires."

Because American media is consumed with sex and sexuality, many of the images we see on a daily basis—from soap operas and beer commercials to music videos and magazine ads—are saturated with sex. However, there is a great big void when it comes to anal sex.

Where Do Women Get Information About Anal Sex?

Women have many sources for information about sexual health and practices: family doctors, gynecologists, other health care professionals, therapists, parents, siblings, and friends. However, these sources generally don't provide information about anal health and sexuality. When was the last time you talked to one of these people about anal sex? While we may talk to any number of people about sexual health, STDs, birth control, and safer sex, most women don't feel comfortable discussing anal sexuality, and most experts don't bring up the subject. Even when I've been thoroughly quizzed on my sexual practices during a gynecological exam, the subject of anal sex and health has never come up.

Who Am I?

As you've probably noticed, no titles or initials appear before or after my name—no M.D., Ph.D., M.A., C.S.W., or M.S.W. I am not a doctor, psychiatrist, psychotherapist, or sex therapist, although I have studied the work of many people who are.
As I explained before, I am less of an anal expert than an ass aficionado and student. I have combed sex self-help books, sex research studies, sex surveys, sex advice columns and books, health manuals, safer sex guidelines, and various erotic materials for information on anal sexuality. I've tried to learn as much as I can about anal anatomy, health, and sexuality and have relied on other more qualified individuals for areas outside my own knowledge and experience. I have attempted to write about the subject in a form and language that everyone can understand.

What Anal Sex Is and What it Isn't

While there has been a great deal of silence and little research about anal sex, the mythology, practices, and representations of anal sex have a complex history. One could write an entire book analyzing the anal taboo in American society; the myths about anal eroticism could be the central theme of another book. And don't forget these worthwhile topics: the etymology of anal sex, theoretical and critical discourses about anal sex and society, and the psychology and psychoanalytic history of anal sex. Some impressive work has been done in these areas, and more work is certainly needed. I give an overview of the anal taboo and related myths in chapter 1, and throughout the book I refer to any number of these larger historical and theoretical issues as they relate to anal sex. They have informed my own thinking about anal sexuality. However, this book is meant to be not a theoretical work but a hands-on, useful, and practical resource for people interested in exploring anal sexuality.

Survey Says

In order to incorporate the experiences, attitudes, feelings, and perspectives of other women, I conducted a small, confidential,
written survey of women who have had anal sex with women, men, or transgendered people. I sent a survey containing thirty-six questions to colleagues and contacts and encouraged them to pass it on to others. I took a qualitative approach over a quantitative one, as I was more interested in the details of people's feelings and experiences than in compiling statistics. I asked respondents questions about a variety of matters: their first encounters with anal eroticism; anal activities they've experienced; giving and receiving anal pleasure; anal erotic likes and dislikes; anal sex positions; toys used for anal stimulation and penetration; desires, fantasies, and fears associated with anal sex; gender play, role-playing, and S/M; STDs, HIV, and AIDS; sources for information about anal sexuality; and media representations of anal sex. I have incorporated excerpts from the questionnaires throughout the book (set off in italics) in order to illustrate important points and to give readers a glimpse of some real-life opinions, feelings, and experiences other than my own. The quotes are meant to capture the voices of individuals and what they have to say about anal eroticism; they are not meant to represent norms, values, and beliefs among women in general.

A Road Map

First, a word about terminology, I have tried to be as explicit and specific as possible in this book. When I use the term anal sex, I mean it to encompass all forms of anal eroticism, including manual stimulation, oral stimulation, and anal penetration of all kinds.

The first chapter explores myths and facts about anal sex. The anal taboo and anal sex myths are both prevalent and well-rooted in American society. These myths, based on fear more than fact, often prevent people from voicing their anal desires and acting on those desires. The first chapter is a good
place to begin exploring these myths more closely. If we challenge the deeply ingrained notions behind them and discover how they have affected our own attitudes about the anus and its erotic potential, we can begin to replace those myths with truths. In addition, you may find the facts useful for communicating about anal sex and dispelling any misinformation you or your partner may have.

In the second chapter, I provide a brief anatomy lesson, covering related muscles and body parts, and encourage you to get better acquainted with your anus. In addition, I discuss some basics—hygiene, relaxation, safety—you should know about before beginning anal exploration of any kind to ensure that you're taking good care of your body.

In chapter 3, I discuss some of the ways we can take care of ourselves emotionally and psychologically, covering topics like desire, communication, fear, and patience. In addition, I explore some of the issues that may come up during anal sex with a partner, including fantasy, power dynamics, and trust.

Chapter 4 includes a discussion of latex condoms, gloves, and dental dams as well as different kinds of lubricants. There is a guide to the various tools you can use to enhance anal pleasure, including butt plugs, vibrators, dildos, and anal beads, and some hints about how to assess the safety of any other tool you're thinking of using for anal sex.

You may feel inclined to skip right away to chapters 5-10, but be patient; it's important to read the preceding chapters first to ensure you are well prepared for anal sex. Chapters 5-10 cover the ins and outs of anal masturbation, analingus (also called rimming), insertive anal penetration, and receptive anal penetration, as well as other activities, including enemas (or anal douching), shaving the anal area, anal fisting (inserting
a hand in someone's rectum), S/M and anal play, and gender play.

Chapter 11 is an important one for everyone to read. It covers general anal health and how to maintain a healthy, happy anus. In addition, I discuss several common sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), how they are transmitted, general symptoms and treatments, HIV, AIDS, and safer sex practices. The information about various diseases is written specifically as it relates to anal sexuality.

Throughout the book, I have included brief excerpts from erotic literature and quotes from popular books and magazines. My research references recent, well-known sex studies and books. I hope these brief erotic passages will encourage you to enact your own anal fantasies and enjoy the full range of anal eroticism. I have also included exercises designed to help you explore and practice some of the topics discussed. At the end of the book, I have included a resource guide, with selected books and other sources for people who want to learn more about anal sex.

It is time for anal sex to come out of our closets. The more dialogue and information we initiate, the more we can all have our sexual desires and practices validated and can really begin to enhance our sex lives with ideas, techniques, and facts about anal sex. I want this book to empower women with knowledge about our bodies and sexualities. I want women to have safe and pleasurable anal sex with ourselves and our partners. And, while the cover touts this book as the "Ultimate Guide," I don't consider it the final word by any means. I hope it is just the beginning—the beginning of more discussion, more research, more investigation, and more exploration of the world of anal sexuality.

I hope beginners, fans, and experts alike will use and enjoy this book to help fulfill, improve, and enhance their explorations of anal sex.
I know that the moment I discovered anal eroticism and shared it with a lover was a huge turning point in my erotic life. And it still drives me crazy after all this time.

Tristan Taormino
New York City
September 1997

NOTES

3. Jack Morin, Leo Bersani, and Cindy Patton, among other scholars, have written some resourceful theoretical work about anal sexuality. See Resources at the end of this book for more information.
10 Myths About Anal Sex

Myth #1: Anal sex is unnatural and immoral.

TRUTH: Students of sociology and social change are aware of the axiom that today's deviance may well be tomorrow's norm. The present widespread approval of the practice of masturbation and oral sex is an example of a deviance of yesteryear that has changed into a norm. The definitions of what is or what isn't deviant behavior are established by various legitimate institutions, the most important being government and religion.¹

The anal sex taboo is well established in American culture. Prevalent in religious, legal, medical, and scientific institutions, the taboo is clearly manifested in information about health and sexuality. The myths that follow will be familiar to most people, and they both inform and reinforce the anal sex taboo. Taboos usually defy logic, science, and experience; they
generally have more to do with misinformation, fear, and a desire to maintain the status quo. In the case of anal sex, the taboo mirrors some fundamental elements of our society. For example, anal sex being considered dirty is linked with the cultural obsession with hygiene and cleanliness; the perceived connection between anal sex and gay men reflects deep-seated societal homophobia. Both so-called facts prevent people from experiencing anal pleasure.

In *Anal Pleasure and Health*, Jack Morin traces the religious roots of the anal sex taboo:

In the Judeo-Christian tradition, the taboo against anal intercourse is seen as coming from God. In the Old Testament story, God completely destroys the city of Sodom, presumably as punishment for rampant sodomy among its people. Many scholars now believe that the punishment was for Sodom's violation of hospitality rules, and had little, if anything, to do with sex. The sodomy interpretation, however, is still one generally accepted. Among believers, condemnation of anal sex is not based on any discernible principle except the desire to avoid the wrath of God.²

Today, the people and institutions invested in maintaining that anal sex is unnatural and immoral are often the same folks who support antigay legislation, banning sex education in schools, and sodomy laws, which make it illegal to have any kind of sex other than procreative, heterosexual vaginal intercourse.

**Myth #2: Only sluts, perverts, and weirdos have anal sex.**

TRUTH: Anal sex is practiced and enjoyed by women, men, and transgender people of all kinds, from the perky girl next
door to the daring dominatrix in the dungeon. In fact, in today's sex surveys and self-help books, the sections on "kinky" or "deviant" sex practices—including bondage, cross-dressing, S/M, golden showers, and group sex—do not usually include anal sex. Anal sex is more often categorized with vaginal intercourse and oral sex.' The notion that anal sex is kinky, abnormal, or perverted is based on the assumption that only a few specific kinds of sex—usually heterosexual, procreative, penis-vagina intercourse—are natural, normal, and conventional.

MY BEST FRIEND, Jane, called me a few weeks ago.

"I beat you," she said.
"You beat me? You have a job, your boyfriend went to Princeton, and you live in a major city. I'm sporadically employed in a town with, like, one off ramp, and my boyfriend went to a minor Midwestern university and thinks deodorant is bourgeois. The only thing I have on you is that I'm a bigger slut."
"That," she said, "is precisely how I beat you."
"You had anal sex."
"Bingo."

My heart sank. "You must be very pleased with yourself"
"Honey, you have no idea."

-SARAH MILLER
Myth #3: The anus and rectum were never meant to be eroticized.

TRUTH: The anus and rectum are full of sensitive, responsive nerve endings, and the stimulation of these nerve endings and penetration of the rectum can be intensely pleasurable—and orgasmic—for both men and women. Furthermore, women's G-spots and perineums can be stimulated during anal sex, and men may experience stimulation of the bulb of the penis and the prostate gland through anal penetration. The *New Good Vibrations* Guide to Sex reminds us that "the anus is rich in nerve endings and participates with our genitals in the engorgement, muscular tension and contractions of sexual arousal and orgasm."  

Myth #4: Anal sex is dirty and messy.

TRUTH: As long as you practice standard hygiene, anal sex is no more messy than any other kind of sex. Feces are stored in the bowel and pass through the rectum and anal canal during a bowel movement. Normally, there is only a very small amount of fecal matter in the anal canal and rectum. Some people like to take a shower or bath before sex to clean the anal area, but no other extraordinary measures are necessary for anal sex. Some people have an enema before anal sex, but again, that is not necessary. (Read more about cleaning in chapter 2 and enemas in chapter 5).

Myth #5: Only homosexual men have anal sex.

TRUTH: People of all sexual orientations and partners of all genders have anal sex. While it's true that many gay men do have anal sex, the actual statistics reveal a much smaller percentage than is widely believed: 50-60 percent have tried it and fewer than 30 percent have it regularly. Fellatio is a much more common practice among gay men.
The idea that all gay men and only gay men have anal sex—one that the Religious Right would like us to believe—is simply not supported. Furthermore, there is no evidence that any single group defined by sexual orientation has a great deal more anal sex than any other group. In fact, depending on which survey you cite, from 20 to 45 percent of women have anal sex.⁶

Myth #6: Straight men who like anal sex are really gay.

TRUTH: Because anal sex is falsely but intrinsically linked with gay men and gay sex, there is a myth that if men want anal sex, then they must be gay. In most cases, men who identify as heterosexual and desire anal sex with women (whether they are on the giving or receiving end) are not repressing homosexual desires or tendencies. Their desire for a particular sexual activity does not rely on or "cancel out" their sexual preference in a partner. According to research, more gay men regularly practice fellatio than anal sex, and as my friend Audrey says, "How come no one ever asks: If a straight guy likes blow jobs, does that mean he's really gay?"

It's ironic: even though butt fucking is popularly associated with gay men in today's sexual culture, it is in fact heterosexuals who have gone wild about their asses. Ask anyone who works in a sex toy shop what single item has surged forward in sales in the past fifteen years: buttplugs.

And dildo harnesses for women who are clearly involved with men.

—Susie Bright
Myth #7: Anal sex is always painful for the person on the receiving end.

TRUTH: With desire, relaxation, communication, trust, and lots of lubrication, anal sex can be not only pain-free but arousing and orgasmic. Anal sex does not have to be painful at all, not even a little. If it is, your body is telling you that you should stop. If you ignore your body's warnings and continue, then you can hurt yourself. The experience may make you and your anus more tense the next time you try anal penetration. Your body remembers everything, so don't try to fool it.

Myth #8: Women don't enjoy receiving anal sex; they do it just to please their partners.

TRUTH: This is a particularly insidious myth about heterosexual women. Often, when we do hear about women having anal sex, the story goes something like this: The long-term boyfriend begged and begged, and finally his girlfriend gave in to his demands. Her boyfriend was pleased, but she didn't enjoy herself one bit. We never hear stories about women who crave and enjoy anal play, women who initiate anal sex, or women who are more than happy to knock on their boyfriends' back door. Sex advice columnist Susan Crain Bakos says, "Buttfucking is seen as the ultimate male sexual fantasy. We, as a culture, don't understand how much women can like taking it up the ass." And, I would add, giving it up the ass as well.

Myth #9: Anal sex is the easiest way to get AIDS.

TRUTH: Because anal and rectal tissue is delicate and easily torn, viruses can be easily transmitted through the tissue into the bloodstream; so, unprotected anal intercourse with an infected person is a high-risk activity for both partners—statistically higher than vaginal intercourse with an infected person—for all STDs, including HIV.
Unprotected oral-anal contact and digital penetration also puts both partners at risk—the receiver because of fragile rectal tissue and the giver because of cuts or sores that may be on the hands or mouth. However, anal sex does not automatically lead to AIDS. Anal sex practiced with common sense, condoms, latex gloves, dental dams, and lube (or an HIV-negative monogamous partner) can be as safe as other sexual practices. (Read more about safer sex in chapters 2 and 4 and HIV/AIDS in chapter 11).

**Myth #10: Anal sex is naughty,**

TRUTH: Well, this is actually a myth and a truth. Of course, anal sex is not really bad for you and doesn't make you a bad person. However, for those of you who are turned on by the idea that anal sex is taboo, deviant, and naughty, don't let me ruin your party. Lots of people actually incorporate the myths I've discussed—especially the "naughtiness factor"—into their erotic anal play.

>I love that anal sex is taboo and that not everyone admits to doing it.

>The taboo of anal sex gives me a rush, as well as knowing how intense it is for my partner. I love to watch her ass pounding against me.

>I love the idea that I am fucking my partner in the ass. It feels taboo and sexy all at the same time.

**Exercise: Personal Mythology**

What did you learn about anal sex during your childhood, your teens, your adulthood? Write down everything you know about anal sex, even things you know are untrue; just let whatever comes to mind flow onto paper.
When you're finished, compare your list to the myths and truths reviewed in this chapter. Figure out what among your list is fact and what is fiction. Keep the list handy as you read the rest of the book. You may also want to repeat this exercise with a partner as part of a discussion about anal sex. By acknowledging and discussing the myths that affect our desires and fears in a safe environment, we can begin to see the truths behind the myths. One very important truth to remember is that anal sex can be safe, fun, and pleasurable.

NOTES

6. Leland and Brantley, Sex on Campus; Michael, Sex in America; Janus and Janus, Janus Report; Reinisch and Beasley, Kinsey New Report; Morin, Anal Pleasure and Health.
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Our Asses, Ourselves

A Brief Anatomy Lesson

Although anatomy is part of science and medicine, the study of anatomy is less objective than one might think. There are a variety of differing interpretations and opinions about the internal structure of our bodies—especially the nuances and complexities of our sexual anatomy. This is certainly true for anorectal anatomy. The discussion of anatomy and the anatomical illustrations in this book are based on my interpretations of several sources, including medical textbooks, sex manuals, and conversations with sex educators.¹

The Anus, Anal Sphincters, and PC Muscles

The anus is the external opening of the anal canal. It is comprised of folds of soft, pink tissue that give it a wrinkled or puckered appearance. The area around the opening is full of
hair follicles; the hair may be fine and light, coarse and dark, or somewhere in between. Everyone has hair surrounding the anus.

Rich in blood vessels and nerve endings, the tissue of the anus is incredibly sensitive and responsive to touch and stimulation. In fact, it can be one of our most sensual erogenous zones, but it is one too often feared, forgotten, and left unexplored. With regular bathing and personal hygiene, the anus is generally clean, with only trace amounts of feces, which carry bacteria from the bowels.

Two muscles—the anal sphincters—surround the anal opening (see figures 1 and 2). The external sphincter is closest to the
opening. With patience and practice, you can voluntarily control the external sphincter, making it tense or relax. The internal sphincter is controlled by the autonomic nervous system, which controls involuntary bodily functions like your breathing rate. This muscle ordinarily reacts reflexively; for example, when you are ready to have a bowel movement, the internal sphincter relaxes, allowing feces to move from the rectum to the anal canal. Because the external and the internal sphincters overlap, they often work together.

Other surrounding muscles also contribute to sensations in the anal area. The perineal muscles support the area between the anus and the genitals. In this group are the pubococcygeus muscles (PC muscles), which support the pelvis from the pubic bone to the tailbone. For both men and women, these muscles contract during sexual arousal and climax; specifically, they usually contract randomly when you are aroused and rhythmically during orgasm.

*I love the control I have over my ass muscles and how powerful they feel when grip my lover's cock.*

The more attention you pay to your sphincter muscles, the easier it will be to begin to relax them. Because the two muscles work in tandem, you can encourage the internal sphincter to relax by relaxing the external sphincter. Many people have found that by exercising and strengthening their PC and pelvic muscles, they can have more control of their sphincter muscles and can achieve more intense orgasms.

**Exercising Your Pelvic and PC Muscles**

The following exercises can help you to become more aware of your sphincter and PC muscles and learn to control and
strengthen them. They will help you get in tune with the feelings in your pelvic area, increasing your sensitivity and responsiveness. The exercises will also tone the pelvic muscles, making them more flexible and more receptive to pleasurable sensations; plus, when you exercise the PC muscles, other muscles in the area also are exercised and strengthened.

You can do the exercises lying down, sitting, or standing. As with any exercise regimen, you should do them daily for best results. If your muscles seem tired at first, don't worry—that's normal. Use your common sense, and don't overdo it to begin with. The harder the exercises are to do for you, the less toned your PC muscles are, and the more you need a workout; however, if you experience any pain while doing them, see a doctor. Exercising the PC muscles during masturbation or foreplay increases blood flow in the area, thereby increasing arousal.

JAY POSITIONED HERSELF CAREFULLY over the woman's back, her arm drew back and the muscles that had lifted beams now poised for a more delicate power. She pushed her finger, blunt and strong, into Carol, feeling the tight resistance of the ass muscles, the strong sentinels protecting the soft world inside. Carol moaned a different sound from when Jay penetrated her cunt. This was deeper, almost as if the body was finding a new voice for this more guarded entry.

-JOAN NESTLE
Women who regularly exercise their PC and pelvic muscles report some very positive benefits: heightened pelvic sensations and greater anal sensitivity; increased pleasure during clitoral stimulation, and during vaginal and anal penetration; more control over orgasms; and better, more intense orgasms. Some of the following exercises are called Kegel exercises, named for the physician who first studied PC muscles and popularized the theory of exercising them, and others are those recommended by other health care professionals.²

**Exercise: Your PC Muscles**

**FINDING THEM**
In order to locate your PC muscles, pretend that you are trying to stop peeing (or while you are peeing, you can actually stop the flow of urine). The muscles you contract to stop the flow are your PC muscles. If you put your finger on your perineum—the area between your vagina and your anus—while you do this exercise, you can feel the contractions.

**NICE AND EASY**
Take a deep breath and while you inhale, contract the muscles and hold the contraction for a few seconds. Then exhale and relax the muscles. This combination of inhale-contract and exhale-relax is what your body does naturally. For best results, you should do about a hundred repetitions per day.

**QUICK AND CLEAN**
Take a deep breath and this time while you inhale, tighten and release the muscles repeatedly (about ten times), then exhale and relax. Try to do these contractions as quickly as you can. Twenty to fifty sets a day is recommended.
**SUCK IT IN**

For this exercise, inhale and pretend you are sucking water inside your vagina and anus. Then exhale and bear down, pushing out that imaginary water. You will exercise your pelvic muscles and your stomach muscles. For best results, do ten to thirty each day. I suggest combining the Kegel exercises with lots of free movement in a variety of settings. The positive effects of this movement will be limited, however, if you hold your pelvis rigid while moving the rest of your body. In fact, habitual, chronic, pelvic "holding on" is one major reason why so many people need Kegel exercises. Holding the pelvis requires muscular tension which restricts movement. Restricted movement allows muscles to deteriorate.³

**SHAKE IT, GIRL**

Renowned anal health expert Jack Morin recommends moving your body while you do your pelvic exercises:

Try combining the exercises with walking, running, dancing, or simulating a hula-hoop motion.

*My friend Wendy—dirty enough to do it but too coy to give details—describes the allure with vague biology, using terms like membrane and pressure points. But physical sensations are secondary. The best part is how one small act can make you so dirty so fast.*

—Sarah Miller
The Anal Canal and the Rectum

The anus is the opening to another responsive site of pleasure—the anal canal. The anal canal is about one to two inches long and leads into the rectum. The same soft tissue that makes up the anus comprises the anal canal, so it is very sensitive to touch and stimulation. The walls of the anal canal are comprised of tissue that, like that of the clitoris and penis, becomes engorged from increased blood flow during arousal. When the sphincter muscles are relaxed, these folds of tissue give the anal canal a tremendous ability to expand. If the sphincter muscles are not relaxed, and the anus is tense,
penetration is possible only with force, causing tearing of the tissue and pain.

I love the feeling of surrender [when someone penetrates my ass]. The intensity. It is so much more intense than vaginal stimulation. There are so many more nerve endings in the anus. It takes me out of my head and into my body... in a way that no other type of sexual activity does. At the same time, it is not something I would do every day. Sometimes months or years go by before I am really "ready" for this type of deep stimulation.

Beyond the anal canal is the rectum, which is about five inches long; the rectum is made up of loose folds of soft, smooth tissue. It, too, has a large capacity for expanding; plus it is wider than the anal canal. The rectum is tubular and curves gently (see figure 2). The lower part of the rectum curves toward your navel. After a few inches, the rectum curves back toward your spine. After another inch or so, the rectum becomes the sigmoid colon, which curves toward your navel. The rectum and colon both curve laterally (from side to side) as well; whether to the right or the left will vary from person to person. These curves are part of the reason that slowness and patience are key to pleasurable anal penetration. Each person's rectum and its curves are unique, and it is best to feel your way inside the rectum slowly, following its curves, rather than jamming anything straight inside.

Men's and women's anal anatomy is very similar, but there are some important differences (see figure 3). The G-spot (or urethral sponge) is a raised area of tissue wrapped around the urethra in women. The urethral
sponge can be found in the front wall of the vagina, and many women enjoy having it stimulated. It is most easily found and stimulated during rear-entry vaginal penetration; some women experience G-spot stimulation during anal penetration as well.

Men can experience stimulation of the prostate gland when they are anally penetrated. The prostate gland, which surrounds the urethra, is below the bladder and above the base of the penis. You can find it a few inches into the anal canal and toward the navel. This is the gland that produces semen, and it can be a big source of pleasure for men when they receive anal penetration. It is very sensitive to massage, and most men

Figure 3: Male Anatomy
prefer gentle rubbing; any jerky movement or poking can be very uncomfortable.

Always remember that each person's G-spot or prostate gland is unique—some people may enjoy this stimulation and others may not.

Before you experiment with anal stimulation or penetration, it is important to begin with anal exploration. In other words, you need to get more acquainted with your anus. This is not just an exercise for beginners. Most of us—even the most experienced anal sex experts—don't ever take the time to look at our own anuses.

**Exercise: Take a Good Look**

Get a hand-held mirror and find a suitable, well-lit place. First, take some deep breaths for several minutes to relax. Perhaps, lie down on the bed, play some soothing music, or light some incense. These are simply suggestions—do whatever things will relax you. Once you feel relaxed and ready to explore, find a comfortable position, one where you'll be able to stay for a while and where you'll have a good view of your butt. Begin by looking at your anus. Just check it out—the shape, the size, the color. How does it look? Relaxed, tense, somewhere in between? Gently massage your buttocks, inner thighs, and the area around your anus. Continue to massage, stroke, and explore the area, going at your own pace. Note how the opening responds to the massage around it. When you feel comfortable, gently touch your anus. Don't penetrate it, just do some external touching. Tune into the sensations you feel, both in your anus and in the rest of your body. Keep touching, but just touching—no penetration of any kind yet—and when you feel like stopping, stop. Some people may like to write down some thoughts in a journal about the experience to refer to later.
Basic Preparations

The following are some basic preparations for having safe and pleasurable anal sex. (I will discuss more about safer sex as it pertains to STDs and HIV/AIDS in chapters 4 and 11.)

Short, Smooth Nails

The tissue of the anus, anal canal, and rectum is very delicate, much more delicate than the tissue of the vagina. In order to make stimulation and penetration comfortable for yourself and your partner, make sure your nails are short and filed smooth, with no jagged or sharp edges. Even if you plan to wear latex gloves—and you should—it's a good idea to make sure those nails don't become daggers cloaked in latex inside your partner's ass (or your own!). Short, smooth nails will help prevent small tears in the anal tissue, which can cause irritation and discomfort during anal play and bowel movements.

Clean Tools

Anything you plan to put in an anus should be cleaned beforehand. Your hands, and, if applicable, your partner's hands or penis should be thoroughly washed in hot water and a good antibacterial soap. Toys like butt plugs and dildos should also be cleaned with hot water and soap; in addition, you should soak toys for about fifteen minutes to disinfect them with either povidone iodine (Betadine), hydrogen peroxide (full strength), bleach (diluted: one part bleach, ten parts water), or a sex toy cleaner you can purchase where sex toys are sold. Alternatively (or in addition), you can put a new condom on each toy (including your partner's penis) before using it and a new latex glove on your hand, which can be discarded after each use. Using latex not only ensures that everything is safe and
s clean for sex play but also makes for easier cleanup during and after sex. (For more about latex and condoms, see the "Latex" section in chapter 4.)

One very important thing to remember is that once anything—a finger, a toy, a penis—has been in the anus, it must be thoroughly washed or covered with a new condom or latex glove before it goes anywhere near the vagina. Putting something in an ass and then transferring it directly to the vagina is a perfect route to vaginal infections, including yeast infections, urinary tract infections, and other bacterial baddies. So, please, just don't go there before getting clean! In addition, sex researchers Masters and Johnson report that washing the penis may not be enough to prevent gastrointestinal bacteria from the rectum from transferring to the vagina because "there may be bacteria scooped inside the urethra which escape the cleansing action of soap and water." Another smart reason to use a new condom for each new journey—and for both women and men to urinate after any penetrative sex.

**Clean Butt and Empty Bowels**

The best way to have a happy and healthy rectum is to make sure you eat enough fiber; if, however, your butt is feeling under the weather, it's a good idea to postpone anal erotic activity until things are back to normal. It's ideal to have a bowel movement before you plan to have anal sex of any kind, because empty bowels tend to make anal erotic experiences more comfortable for everyone. Feces are stored in the colon. They pass into the rectum when the body prepares for a bowel movement. If you have a bowel movement shortly after you feel the urge, feces pass through the rectum and anal canal and out of your body. (Many people cannot or do not go to the bathroom at that moment and instead "hold it in." In this case,
feces then remain in the rectum.) After a bowel movement, there is normally only a trace amount of fecal matter in the anal canal and rectum; however, if you have a poor diet, recurring constipation, diarrhea, or other intestinal disorders, there may be more fecal matter present than usual. In any case, remember that even the healthiest rectum contains some fecal matter, which carries bacteria from the colon—E. coli bacteria, as well as hepatitis A, parasites, amoebas, or viruses that may be present.

Some people like to take a shower or bath before sex to clean the anal area. I know a warm, soapy shower reassures me that my ass is clean for my partner's tongue, fingers, penis, or toys and makes me less self-conscious about having anal sex. You may also want to have an enema, although enemas are not necessary for having safe, fun, and relatively clean anal sex. (Read more about enemas in chapter 5.)

Relaxation

It is so important for both partners to be relaxed in order to have healthy, sensuous anal sex. Remember that you can relax all the muscle groups in the anal area, and when they're not relaxed, anal sex—in fact, any anal activity, including a bowel movement—can be uncomfortable, if not downright painful. Fear, stress, and tension can all be felt intensely in your ass. When your mind and body are relaxed, focused on pleasure, and ready to experience anal eroticism, the encounter will be that much more satisfying. I recommend a lot of touching, caressing, massaging, kissing, and sweet-talking leading up to anal sex. Get rid of all external distractions and set the stage: shut off the ringer on the phone, put on some sexy music, light some candles, make the bed with special sheets, wear something sexy. Do whatever it takes to put you and your
partner in the mood. Then take your time. I find that extensive touching of the entire body, touching that's not necessarily sexual or genitally focused, is a great way to relax both body and mind and really prepares you to hone in on all your senses. A warm bubble bath is also a good way to relax the body, get in the mood, and get your bottom nice and clean for that special someone.

Safety First

Let me define some of the terms I will use throughout this book in discussing safer sex:

You may be *monogamous* with your partner. You have committed to be each other's sole sexual partner. You've been tested for HIV and STDs, and you do not necessarily use latex barriers or follow safer sex guidelines.

Or, you may be in a *fluid-bonded, nonmonogamous* relationship. You have committed to practice safer sex with any sexual contacts other than your partner. You've been tested for HIV and STDs. When you have sex with each other, you do not normally use latex barriers or condoms, and you do come into contact with each other's bodily fluids. When you have sex with others, you always practice safer sex.

You may be *nonmonogamous*. You may have multiple partners with whom you may (or may not) enter into relationships. Regardless of whether you have one partner or many, if you have not been tested recently for all STDs, do not know your partners' sexual histories and practices and your partners' partners' sexual histories and practices, do not know your HIV status, or do not know your partners' HIV status, you should follow safer sex guidelines designed to prevent transmission of HIV and other diseases.
Naturally, if you have an STD or HIV, you will want to follow safer sex guidelines at all times.

Unless you are monogamous or fluid-bonded, your sexual repertoire should involve safer sex practices to prevent sexually transmitted diseases and HIV/AIDS—anal sex is no exception to this rule. In fact, because of the delicacy of anal and rectal tissue, bodily fluids infected with HIV and other viruses are transmitted and absorbed easily and quickly into the bloodstream through the mucous membrane of the rectum. Thus, unprotected anal intercourse can be more risky for both partners than unprotected vaginal intercourse.

For those of you in monogamous or fluid-bonded relationships, The American Medical Women's Association recommends that before safer sex precautions are discontinued, both you and your partner be tested for HIV three to six months after either of you has had sexual contact with another partner.' If you and your partner are monogamous or fluid-bonded and have both tested negative for all STDs and HIV, you can still utilize safer sex practices for anal sex. As you'll read in chapter 4, latex barriers and lubricants help prevent not only the spread of STDs and HIV but also the spread of bacteria from the bowels. In general, latex and lubricants make anal play easier in lots of different ways.

If you are nonmonogamous or do not know your HIV or STD status (or your partner's) you should practice safer sex, using condoms and latex gloves for anal sex—and for all sexual activities in which you may come into contact with your partner's bodily fluids—to prevent the transmission of STDs and HIV.

Nonoxynol-9, which is found in some lubricants and some lubricated condoms, is a chemical proven to kill HIV (the virus that causes AIDS) and other STD viruses in laboratory tests. Although it is widely recommended
that nonoxynol-9 be used during vaginal intercourse, many women find that they are allergic to nonoxynol-9; it irritates their vaginas and causes vaginal infections. There are differing opinions about its use for anal intercourse.

There is not enough research on the effects of nonoxynol-9 on rectal tissue or for anal sex, and my research illustrates the multiple opinions about it.

*The Women's HIV Source Book* and *The American Medical Women's Association Guide to Sexuality* recommend that you always use nonoxynol-9 for intercourse; however, neither book indicates any specifics for vaginal versus anal penetration. *The Kinsey Institute New Report on Sex* does advocate the use of nonoxynol-9 in anal intercourse and has no discussion of possible risks or side effects!

*The New Good Vibrations Guide to Sex* as well as a supervisor I interviewed at San Francisco Sex Information both recommend that you not use nonoxynol-9 for anal intercourse because of the delicacy of the rectal tissue. These sources agree with the many people who believe that nonoxynol-9 may be too harsh and irritating for the delicate tissue of the anal canal and rectum. Because it's likely to irritate or traumatize the rectal tissue, it may actually make transmission of HIV faster and easier, providing the virus with an accessible route to the bloodstream.8

If you are using your fingers or a sex toy for penetration and make sure to use a new glove or condom each time, using a lubricant without nonoxynol-9 is pretty safe. If, however, your partner is a man and you want him to penetrate you with his penis, I recommend using a condom and plenty of lube and having your partner withdraw before ejaculation. That way, if the condom breaks or leaks and you don't have nonoxynol-9 as
a backup, semen (which could be infected) will be outside your body instead of inside your delicate rectum.' The Complete Guide to Safer Sex from the Institute for Advanced Study of Human Sexuality offers another tip:

Nonoxynol-9 lubricated condoms have only been tested for vaginal intercourse. Accordingly, some using them for anal intercourse may wish to put the condom on then wipe off the outside so as to have added protection on the inside of the condom without using it on anal tissue.¹⁰

Unless you are monogamous or fluid-bonded, your male partner should always wear a condom for penis-anus penetration. (Read more about latex, lube, and safer sex in chapter 4).

A note about having anal sex while you are pregnant. Dr. Ruth Westheimer points out that some men think that having vaginal intercourse during pregnancy will somehow hurt the baby, so they suggest anal intercourse." It is safe to have anal sex if you are pregnant, although some women find that they cannot get in a comfortable position for anal stimulation. Pregnant women should also be extra careful to prevent the spread of bacteria from the anus and rectum to the vagina, since vaginal infections during pregnancy can be both harder to treat and more serious.
NOTES


10. Mcl Ivenna, *Complete Guide to Safer Sex*, 84. This tip assumes that the condom is lubricated on both the inside and the outside.


QUOTES AND SIDEBARS


Beyond Our Bodies: Emotional and Psychological Aspects of Anal Eroticism

In addition to taking care of our bodies in preparation for and during anal sex, we also have to take care of other aspects of ourselves. Our emotional, psychological, and spiritual well-being play a major role in our erotic experiences, and our experiences of anal sexuality are no exception.

Desire

The most important thing, the single most important thing when you're talking about wanting to progress forward with any kind of anal erotic play is desire. You must, must do this because you want to do it.¹

In her positive and sexy video about anal eroticism, sex educator/porn star Nina Hartley makes this important point from the beginning: you've got to want it. There really is no faking it in anal sex. Your body, mind, and psyche all must
be in agreement that you want to have anal sex. Don't have anal sex because you think it's what your partner wants. Or because your partner is pressuring you to do it. Or because you're afraid that you won't be a desirable lover if you don't do it. Take responsibility for your erotic likes and dislikes—figure out what they are and then communicate them to your partner.

Communication

I really like receiving, and wish I could assure my partner that if we're doing it right, it won't hurt, and that it'll feel good. Also, my current partner is very worried about fecal matter, so I wish I had some way of addressing that.

Communication is a key component before, during, and after anal sex. It's a good idea to talk to your partner about anal eroticism, sharing your desires and fantasies as well as your fears, before you go knocking on that back door. In fact, I think it's best if you discuss it with your partner in a nonsexual setting, rather than right before you're about to delve into anal erotic play. When bringing up the subject, you might test the waters in a playful, positive way; see what your partner thinks about the subject in general, then about you doing it in particular.

The hotel had been closed for months and we broke in to fuck. He was a big guy, hairy, not my type at all. But the way he handled me was magnificent. And he asked permission to fuck my ass. Good sexual manners go a long way with me.
Fear

The ass is a gift. When a woman kneels with her ass in the air, head well down, she feels erotic dread grow in the pit of her stomach and spread through her loins. She can want for this and fear it. In my anticipation of the entry thrust, my heart beats faster, the walls of my vagina swell. It's all up to him. How will he take me?

People have a lot of fears and negative feelings about anal eroticism. Some of these feelings stem from our society's myths and taboos about anal sex. Myths about anal sex being unnatural, perverted, dirty, painful, and dangerous have become very real fears in people's minds. It is important to realize that we are all made aware of the anal taboo and myths starting in childhood and therefore we are all affected in some way by them.

AS THE RECEPTIVE PARTNER, WHAT ARE YOUR FEARS?

My lover will think I'm weird for wanting to do it. It will be too tight for his penis to fit. I'll get hemorrhoids. It will be messy, and my butt will smell bad. I'll get constipated or have diarrhea. It will hurt, something will get ruptured. It won't feel good—I won't like it. I won't be able to take her dildo. I'll get an STD or another disease.

AS THE INSERTIVE PARTNER, WHAT ARE YOUR FEARS?

I'll hurt my partner or make her bleed. It will be dirty, and get shit on me. I won't do it right. I won't like it.
My lover will think I'm weird for wanting to do it. 
I'll get an STD or another disease. 
My boyfriend is worried that people will think he's gay.

While most of these fears have their roots in myths and misconceptions about anal sex, it is important to respect and validate your partner when she or he shares her or his fears. Talk with your partner about fears you both have, and review the chapter on myths, dispelling the misinformation and replacing it with correct information. Reassure each other that either one of you can stop activity at any time and be fully supported by the other one. Set concrete ground rules and boundaries about what is okay and what isn't; as experiences progress, the boundaries can change if needed. Each person needs to know that she or he will be safe from both pain and disease during anal sex and that there is mutual trust and respect.

Fear and tension that are not articulated and resolved will ultimately be felt in your anus, which will be tense and unwilling. Nina Hartley reminds us, "Of all the parts of your body, nothing knows a liar like your anus. So if your mind is saying 'Yes! Yes!' and your heart is saying 'No! No!' your anus will always listen to your heart."

**Expectations, Needs, and Fantasies**

Having an open, honest discussion can help illuminate what each person wants from the experience and why, so both people are less likely to make incorrect assumptions about the other person's desires and expectations. You can ask each other, What do you want? What do you expect? What are your needs?

*It will feel okay, but I'll never want to do it again.*

*I want to work my way up to one finger, then stop.*
Let's try just external stimulation, nothing inside.  
I'd like licking and touching, but no penetration.  
I want to be able to have the small dildo in my butt.  
We've done fingers a dozen times, tonight I want your cock.  
I want everything to feel safe.  

What have your previous experiences been with anal eroticism? Share them, discuss them. Why do you want to explore anal sensuality?

I want to explore something new with my partner.  
I'm curious about what it feels like.  
I've done it before and want to do it again.  
You want to do it and I don't want to say no to you.  
I want to feel closer to my lover.  
It's something special I want to share with my partner.  
I saw it in a porn movie, it turned me on, and I want to try it.  
The always been a fantasy of mine.

Fantasies can be incredibly powerful forces in our lives, erotic and otherwise. Many people fantasize about erotic activities like anal sex but are afraid to vocalize their desires. The myths and misinformation about anal sex contribute to the silence and sometimes prevent us from satisfying our curiosities. Sharing our sexual fantasies with a partner can deepen a sexual relationship and help us communicate our needs and desires.

It is equally important to distinguish our fantasies from our realities. If your favorite masturbatory fantasy involves someone ramming your butt repeatedly with a swollen silicone dick that makes you come every time, don't be surprised if you don't get the same result when
you try it out. There are some fantasies that we can share and help bring to life and others that should probably remain fantasies. Have realistic expectations for yourself and know the limits of your own body, especially when it comes to anal sex. One finger in your anus and a whisper in your ear about that big dick might just do the trick.

During the experience, talk to each other, find out what feels good and what doesn't, what's working and what's not.

How does this feel?
Would you like more or less movement?
Do you want me to play with your pussy while I'm doing your ass?
How is this position?
That feels great—keep doing it.
I love doing this to you.
Do you want another finger now?
I want you to lick my ass.

Afterward, have a little debriefing session to review how it went and get feedback you can use for next time. Remind each other about goals you set. Did I go too fast, did I use enough lube? Was there enough in-and-out movement, or do you want more of just that pressure feeling? What did you like about my fingers versus the butt plug? Is there something I can do differently next time? Do you want more genital stimulation while I'm playing with your butt? Compliments always feel good—criticism does not. Be generous when you communicate with your partner. If you want to tell her or him about something you didn't like, why not start that conversation with something you did like? But make sure you do talk about what wasn't pleasurable as well as what was.
pleasurable. Communication at all phases of an anal sex experience will ultimately help both partners to articulate their needs, and, ideally, help everyone get what they want out of anal sex.

**Patience**

Patience is crucial. Everyone must go at their own pace for anal sex to be pleasurable. When both partners are patient, it's much easier for both, especially the receptive partner, to relax. Anal sex is also a gradual process of exploration. Unlike in those hot anal sex porn videos some of us love to watch, you really can't jump right from kissing to having a hard cock—flesh or silicone—in your ass. Remember, those are professional actors in the videos. Keep in mind that they have had extensive experience with anal penetration, and they, too, start with a few fingers or a small butt plug before that dick just slides right in. Even in amateur videos, as well as in the more professional ones, the actors' preparation is happening off camera or ends up on the editor's cutting room floor. In real life and real time, we progress to anal penetration. Anal sex is not a choice activity for a night when you just want a quickie, or someone has somewhere to be. If you are nervous, anxious, or stressed out about anal sex, sex in general, or the presentation you're giving tomorrow at work, it's probably not the best time to experience anal eroticism.

**Presence**

Speaking of communication and patience, it's best to be sober if you're going to engage in anal play—although I'm not going to preach about it or deny that people combine alcohol and drugs and pleasurable anal sex.
Many people find that drugs, especially volatile nitrites ("poppers") help them relax during anal intercourse. Inhaling volatile nitrites, such as amyl-nitrite and isobutyl, causes your blood vessels to dilate and your blood pressure to drop and gives you a "rush" feeling as your body tries to stabilize itself.

I believe that with proper relaxation, communication, trust, and desire, people can experience pleasurable anal intercourse without drugs; ultimately, alcohol and drugs of any kind alter your awareness of your body, an awareness you absolutely must have to enjoy anal sex. People are more likely to ignore their anal boundaries—both physical and mental—if their judgment is impaired by alcohol and drugs. Anal sex requires both partners to have patience, skill, good communication, and coordination. The insertive partner needs to be keenly aware, intuitive, and able to read her or his partner's body language.

---

**THEIR PENISES MOVED IN UNISON INSIDE ME**

I could clearly feel them both, their tips meeting, brushing each other through what felt like a flimsy membrane, a thin wall of skin which was in danger at every thrust, and was becoming more and more fragile. They're going to tear me, I thought, they're going to tear me and then they really will meet, one against the other.

I repeated it to myself. I liked hearing myself say it.

*They're going to tear me. What a delicious idea...*

-ALMUDEIRA

GRA1VDES
and nonverbal cues. The receiver needs to be in touch with his or her body to know what feels good and what doesn't. I believe that all this is more easily achieved when both people are sober.

**Trust and Power**

_I like the sense that I'm breaking and entering, overtaking and existing inside someone else's body._

A sexual interaction like anal sex, in which one person gives their body over to another, can raise deep issues of power and trust. The power dynamics can be especially magnified during anal sex because it is such a forbidden act and because of the physical delicacy of the anus and rectum. Anal sex can be very charged, intense, and emotional:

_I like the full-up feeling, sometimes, which I get both from being fucked and being fingered while my vagina is also being entered and my clit is being played with. Sometimes I want intercourse to...feel overwhelming, and anal intercourse feels like this. I associate receiving anal sex with submission, but also with toughness, being able to take it._

It's important for partners to be able to discuss their feelings openly, feel safe, and trust one another. The person receiving anal penetration can feel especially vulnerable, both physically and emotionally, and the partner giving anal pleasure must respect the receiver's wishes, needs, and limits. The giver may fear that she or he will hurt the receiving partner and needs to be reassured that everyone is dedicated to making it not hurt.
Again, communication and ground rules can help alleviate tension and reassure both people that it will be a pain-free, safe experience.

*I love feeling arms and legs around me, totally enveloped, while someone I love and trust is in my ass and playing with my clit and licking my ear. It's like feeling safe and loved but vulnerable and sexy all at the same time. I can't imagine doing it with someone I didn't trust deeply and feel strongly about. It seems more intimate than vaginal sex.*

The intimacy, intensity, and ecstasy of anal pleasure can sometimes be overwhelming, but it can also be very special and extremely satisfying.

The person I've "given" to had never given or received ever before herself...It was new and exciting for her, and it showed that she trusted me and cared about me enough to try it...She knew it was something I enjoyed, and she let me share it with her.

**NOTES**

1. Nina Hartley, *Nina Hartley's Guide to Anal Sex* (Adam and Eve Productions, 1994). This video is available at many adult video and sex toy stores and through mail-order catalogs. See the resource section at the end of the book for more information.


**QUOTES AND SIDEBARS**


There are plenty of toys and other tools you can use to enhance anal pleasure. Many products are designed and marketed especially for anal sex, and others used for vaginal stimulation and penetration can also be used anally (see figure 4). When choosing a toy, you should decide on what sensation you'd like to experience: Do you want something in your ass for a "full" feeling? Do you want in-out fucking similar to vaginal intercourse? Do you want what's in your ass to move or vibrate? As a general rule, all the toys discussed in this chapter should be used with lubricant and latex, which is why these are the two tools covered first. In addition to patience, relaxation, and trust, latex and lube are the most important ingredients for making anal play safe and pleasurable.
Figure 4: Anal Toys
**Latex**

Whether it's a tongue, a finger, a penis, or a dildo, slipping it into its own little latex outfit is always a good idea prior to an anal journey; latex makes anal sex both safer and more pleasurable. Even though too many popular safer sex guidelines for women focus only on vaginal contact, the standards for safer vaginal sex also apply to safer anal sex.

If you're going to have oral-anal contact, a square piece of latex called a dental dam or a condom cut lengthwise provides a safe barrier between partners. A tip to make rimming with latex more pleasurable: use a dab of lubricant on the side facing the anus for added sensitivity.

Remember that anal and rectal tissue is very delicate and much easier to irritate and abrade than the tissue of the vaginal walls. For finger-anus penetration, the penetrator should wear either a finger cot or a latex glove and use plenty of lubricant; a stray jagged nail not properly trimmed and filed can do more damage in an anus than you might think.

As in vaginal intercourse, condoms are key to preventing the transmission of STDs and HIV during anal intercourse. Although anal sex

---

*Some people like to wear butt plugs under their clothing throughout the day. We've certainly sold our share of plugs to customers who immediately take their new purchase off to the bathroom to pop it in place. Keep this possibility in mind next time an intimidating highway patrolman pulls you over—perhaps he's sitting on something that throbs even harder than his motorcycle.*

—Cathy Winks and Anne Semans
involving a penis won't lead to pregnancy, it is much easier to transmit a sexually transmitted disease, especially HIV, during penis-anus intercourse, because tears in rectal tissue give semen (and whatever the semen may be carrying) direct access to the bloodstream.

Recently, a condom for women called the Reality' Female Condom has become available (see figure 5). Marketed primarily for vaginal intercourse, the female condom is a tube of polyurethane closed at one end and open at the other, like a larger version of the male condom. Although some women find them cumbersome, others say it gives them a sense of control and responsibility in the practice of safer sex.
The female condom can also be used for anal intercourse, and, in fact, it offers more protection because it lines the anal cavity, covering the penis and the outer area of the anus. Some people also use the female condom for anal-oral contact, although its effectiveness for analingus has not been scientifically tested or proven. You should not use it for anal fisting. The female condom can be slipped into the anus any time before penetration.

Before insertion, lubricate the outside of the condom, and make sure that the lubrication is evenly spread by rubbing the sides of the pouch together. To insert it, squeeze the sheath, and, starting with the inner ring, slip it into the anus. Make sure that the inner ring is at the closed end of the pouch. Once it is inside, push it the rest of the way with your finger past the sphincter muscles. About an inch of the condom should hang outside the anus, so the outer ring doesn't slip inside during the action.

During penetration, the condom may move around, either side to side or up and down. This is normal. However, if your partner's penis or dildo is long or thrusts deeply, the condom could slip all the way into the anus. If your partner withdraws completely in between thrusts, she or he could slip back inside your anus—but outside the protection of the condom. If it does, stop and adjust it. Like everything else, using the female condom takes practice and patience. To take the condom out, squeeze and twist the outer ring (to keep fluid inside the pouch) and pull it out slowly and gently. Don't flush the Reality' Female Condom in the toilet—throw it away.¹

Latex in combination with a lubricant makes penetration smoother and easier for both partners, especially for the person on the receiving end of penetration; of course, the smoother things go, the more pleasurable the experience is for both partners. And, for the person on the giving end who may be squeamish about running into some fecal matter while inside
her or his partner's rectum, dental dams and condoms provide a good barrier.

Putting a latex glove on your hand and a condom on whatever tools you play with also keeps your hand and tools clean. You should never, ever put anything in the vagina that has been in the anus without thoroughly washing and disinfecting it first. Transferring rectal bacteria into the vagina can lead to yeast infections, urinary tract infections, and other ailments that will put a halt to your sex life. Just don't go there. If you're likely to want to use the same hand or tool in both the vagina and the anus, or your anus and then your partner's, you can avoid a lot of running to the bathroom to wash up each time you want to switch gears by using a new glove or condom each time you switch orifices or activities. Some people like to practice "double-gloving," wearing two gloves; when they are finished with one orifice, they can simply

**Figure 6:**
Putting on a Condom

1. Make sure the roll is on the outside.
2. Squeeze air out of tip and hold onto it as you slip condom over tip of penis or toy.
3. Unroll to base.
peel off the top glove to reveal a fresh one underneath for the next orifice with no break in the action.

A few tips on using condoms correctly (also see figure 6):

- Latex condoms are safer, more effective barriers than animal skin or "natural" condoms.
- Don't use condoms that are ribbed or textured for anal sex; they may cause irritation or abrasions to the rectal tissue.
- Store condoms in a cool, dry place away from sunlight.
- If you use a condom with a receptacle tip, gently press the air out of the closed end before putting it on. Air bubbles rupture condoms. If you use a condom with a plain end, leave about an inch of air-free space at the tip of the condom; semen needs somewhere to go and ejaculation without that space can cause a condom to break.
- Putting a small amount of lube on the inside tip of the condom will reduce air bubbles and increase sensitivity. (Lube with nonoxynol-9 on the inside of a condom will also give you an extra measure of safety.)
- Don't reuse condoms.
- Hold onto the base of the condom when necessary, and especially during withdrawal, so it doesn't slip off.
- Make sure condoms aren't old—check the expiration date.

**Lubricants**

Before I slide down this particular pole, let me reveal a bias: I am a firm believer that lube makes any sexual activity much more pleasurable. The wetter and slipperier everything is, the better. But lubricant is not just desirable; it's essential to any anal penetration. Unlike the vagina, the anus and rectum are not self-lubricating.
During anal exploration of yourself or a partner, you might find that the anus feels wet. What you're feeling is a natural mucous secretion from the anal canal and maybe some sweat—but neither this nor spit provides enough wetness to do the trick. Beyond sneaking a finger a millimeter inside someone's ass, YOU NEED LUBE.

Besides, you're already using latex and don't want it to break or tear. Nonlubricated penetration causes friction and is likely to wreak havoc on both latex and the thin, delicate anal tissue. Lube makes entry smoother and easier for both partners reducing the chance of tearing, discomfort, or pain. When the person being penetrated is comfortable, she or he can relax more easily and usually have longer, more pleasurable anal sessions.

There are many different varieties of lubricants on the market, with the widest selections at adult bookstores, sex toy shops, and mail-order catalogs. You can also check out the major drug stores. The best thing to do is to buy some sample sizes of a few different brands and experiment with them to see what's right for you and your partner. Here's a description of some of the different types of lubes:

**WATER-BASED "LIQUIDY" LUBES**

These slick, wet lubes are nonirritating, nonstaining, odorless, and tasteless; they are very popular for vaginal sex because they have a very similar consistency to natural vaginal secretions and are easy to wash off toys and bodies. These lubes are thin and liquidy, and a little amount tends to go a long way. Some people complain that water-based lubes dry up fast, but you can simply add a little water or saliva to revive their powers. Most of these lubes can be found in sex toy stores and catalogs, and a few, like AstroGlide and K-Y's new liquid lube, often pop up at the chain drug stores. Examples: AstroGlide,
Wet Light, Aqua Lube, Slippery Stuff, Probe Silky Light, Eros Bodyglide, KY Liquid.

**WATER-BASED THICKER LUBES**
These lubes have the same properties and advantages as their thinner counterparts. The only difference is in their consistency; they tend to feel more like hair gel or jelly. Many people like to use these thicker lubes for anal play because they provide extensive lubrication and tend to dry up less quickly than watery varieties. Examples: KY Jelly, Probe, ForPlay, Embrace, Elbow Grease, Wet, I-D.

**OIL-BASED LUBES**
Crisco isn't just for baking cookies. Crisco is a longtime favorite lubricant of gay and bisexual men (and some women) who practice anal fisting. It's inexpensive, readily available at your local supermarket, and, since it's vegetable shortening, it naturally flushes out of the rectum. Oil-based lubes don't evaporate and dry up the way water-based lubes do. The most important thing to know about oil-based lubes is that they break down latex and can eventually create very small holes in your latex condoms, gloves, and dental dams, rendering them ineffective as barriers. Never use oil-based lubes with condoms worn by a male partner; if you use an oil-based lube with a condom over a toy, you still need to clean and disinfect the toy before and after play, because pinprick holes can allow body fluids to pass through the latex onto the toy. Latex gloves are usually thicker than condoms and break down less quickly in the presence of oil-based lubes; I recommend that if you use oil-based lubes with gloves, you change into a fresh glove every fifteen to twenty minutes. Even better, reserve their use for anal play by yourself or with a monogamous or fluid-bonded partner. Oil-based lubricants are harder to wash out of the body, and they should never be used in or around
AGAIN AND AGAIN YOUR PALM COMES DOWN ON ME,

warming reddening my ass. Then I feel the meaner cut
of a leather strap, causing me to yell and jerk with each
blow. I lie tensely, expecting the next blow, and am
surprised by the cold, lubed wetness of your
latex-covered hand, prodding between my ass cheeks.

"Come on boy. Open up now. Open up for me. This is
where daddies get to go."

Your soothing words allow my muscles to go slack and
you slide a finger slowly into my ass. It hurts at first but
as you gently maneuver inside me, rubbing and lightly
prodding, I find myself moving into your hand, helping
you to go in further. But then you pull out, making me
whimper, making me almost cry with disappointment.

"Shh, shh...you've been so good that Daddy has a little
present for you."

I feel you push the smooth rubber of a medium-sized ass
plug into me and I moan with the sensation.

"Now can you hold that in for a while?"

Bleary I whisper, "I think so Daddy"

— DORINA KEY
the vagina. They provide an opportune environment for bacteria and viruses to grow and thrive there.' Examples: Crisco, Vaseline, baby oil.

**Butt Plugs**

Made of silicone, latex, or vinyl, butt plugs come in many different sizes, but they all have a similar shape with slight variations: they are usually narrowest at the top, thickest in the middle, and narrow at the base, which is flared. Some are diamond shaped, others are rippled with segments going from small to large. The great thing about butt plugs is that they were made for your butt. The flared base ensures that a plug won't get "lost" or go too far inside the rectum.

Butt plugs can be inserted in the anus and worn for a period of time. Because of their shape, they are designed to stay in place rather than be pushed in and out as the sphincter muscles close around the narrow bottom. They give your ass a feeling of fullness. Butt plugs provide a great way to get your ass used to having something in it; the longer the plug stays in, the more the anal muscles tend to relax and open up. Using a series of different sizes of plugs can help you work up to having something larger in your anus, like a dildo or penis. Some people like to have a plug inside their anus while their partner stimulates their genitals or other areas of the body. There are harnesses on the market that help keep plugs in place so you can actually "wear" one for an extended amount of time. If your partner loves having her nipples sucked while her ass is fucked, or if you want to concentrate on sucking his penis and he wants something up his butt, you could feel like you're playing Twister. A butt plug is a great solution!
You may purchase the smallest plug available in order to be realistic and then find it's too small. I've heard plenty of stories from women who insert a slim plug only to have it slip out—or even shoot out across the room—at a crucial moment. If this happens to you, you don't necessarily have to run back to the store for a bigger one. If you've been doing your pelvic muscle exercises, your sphincter muscles should be strong enough to hold the plug in. (In fact, your partner "making" you hold a plug inside your ass can be a fun and sexy exercise itself.) Many of us can contract our muscles around the plug and grip it. Others may want to start with a slimmer size to warm up, then find a medium-sized one for extended plug play.

Vibrators

*I just got a really nice expandable vibrating butt plug. It's a little on the large size and will take some getting used to, but the vibrations are quite powerful and its potential for use is incredible.*

For people who like stimulation of those fabulous nerve endings in the anal area, vibrators can really do the trick. There are vibrators made especially for external stimulation of the genital area that work for stimulation of the clitoris, vaginal area, and anal area; there are also two-pronged vibrators for simultaneous clitoral and anal stimulation. You can buy vibrating butt plugs, which add vibration to all the other features discussed in the previous section, as well as various attachments and sleeves that fit on standard-size vibrators to transform them into anal toys. Vibrators are also great for anal penetration, and vibration can actually relax the anal sphincters. Just make sure that the vibrator is long enough for penetration.
—over seven inches—and has a flared base. Some men especially enjoy being anally penetrated with a vibrator since vibrators are great for stimulating the prostate gland.

**Dildos**

*I like to fuck a man with a big black dildo.*

*I love it when my female partner fucks me with her strap-on dildo.*

Dildos come in so many different shapes and sizes that there is one for practically every individual taste, need, and desire. There are dildos that look like penises (with balls and realistic-looking heads), dildos that look like torpedoes, and even dildos that look like dolphins. Dildos are made of silicone, latex, or vinyl. Silicone toys tend to be more flexible, smooth, and nonporous, so they're easy to clean. Latex or vinyl is less resilient than silicone but still relatively nonporous. Jellylike dildos (and butt plugs) are very porous and should always be used with a condom. Dildos that curve up from the base (instead of being straight) are often better suited to anal intercourse because they nicely mirror the curve of the rectum. Dildos are the best tools for in-and-out penetration.

For a woman who wants to experience anal penetration with a male partner whose penis is either too big or too long for comfort, dildos provide a great alternative. (A less common scenario is a woman whose partner's penis is not big enough, in which case a dildo can give a girl what she needs). Likewise, for a man who likes to be penetrated by something other than his female partner's fingers, or who wants to experience "being fucked up the ass with a cock," a woman can strap a dildo between her legs and satisfy that desire.
I'm more of a finger/tongue person. But I did once strap on a dildo and do my boyfriend from behind. It was fun but a little awkward because I am shorter than him so I couldn't really reach his head to kiss him. I love the response of my partner [when I am fucking his ass], it gets me more excited. And I like the notion of penetrating someone else's body.

Many women who have sex with other women also like to use dildos to penetrate their partners. Women can experiment with a variety of sizes to find which one is most comfortable. Dildos can give that full feeling as well as satisfy the craving to fuck and be fucked.

Some people like to penetrate their partner with a dildo held in their hand; this tends to give the active partner more control of the dildo and its movement. Others opt to wear a dildo in a harness and have their hands free for other activities. Most harnesses are designed to have the dildo rest in place between one's legs. While lots of women love to fuck this way, a word to novices: like just about everything else, it takes practice. So, for all you guys out there who are thrilled at the idea of a girl with a dick doing you, have some patience while she practices her technique; remember the first time you used that tool of yours, and give her a break while she figures hers out. And for all women fucking with dildos, make sure you talk to your partner, ask what she or he likes, and try different positions to see what works best for both of you. There is also a harness on the market that you strap to your thigh; many women find the thigh harness a great alternative, giving them better flexibility and control of a dildo. The thigh harness is also a way to rectify a significant difference in height or size between two partners.
Anal Beads

Anal beads are latex or plastic beads on a string made of nylon (or sometimes cotton) with a ring on the end. The beads can be the size of marbles all the way up to the size of golf balls. The most popular beads are usually one-half to one inch in diameter. Regardless of their size, make sure the balls are clean, smooth (file the edges if they're not), and well-lubricated and that the string is at least seven inches long. You can also put a condom over the beads and knot the open end of the condom. Cotton strings are much harder to keep clean than nylon; likewise, beads made of soft rubber or jelly rubber are very porous and difficult to disinfect. So most people will want to make sure they get nylon strings and latex beads, or definitely use a condom every time.

Many people like to insert the beads in the rectum while having their genitals stimulated. You should insert one bead at a time, giving the rectum a chance to adjust to the sensation; plus, it can be quite intense to feel the anus contract around each bead. If you've been practicing your Kegel and pelvic exercises, you'll be more aware of these contractions and even be able to control them voluntarily. Some people like to feed the balls inside and then pull them out just as they are climaxing; others like to climax with the beads in and then remove them. Remember to withdraw the beads slowly and gently—pulling the entire string of beads out in one motion too quickly could be uncomfortable.

One final reminder on the subject of beads and balls: you should never put any round objects—marbles, super balls, ping-pong balls, golf balls, ben-wa balls, or any other kind of balls—in your rectum. Besides irritating your rectal tissue, they can also become irretrievable without a speedy trip to the emergency room. Use only beads that are on a string and designed for anal play.
Tips

If you are considering putting something in your anus or someone else's, make sure you use common sense. For best results, make sure the tools and toys you use for anal sex are

- **Smooth**: Never put any sharp object or anything with rough or jagged edges in the rectum. Never put anything glass or breakable in the anus. Even objects made for anal penetration must be smooth; you can file rough edges on dildos or plugs with a regular nail file, and for added smoothness, use a condom.

- **Flexible**: Make sure that your tool is flexible enough to maneuver those curves in the rectum. Very hard, rigid things (like candles or metal or wooden objects) are not a good idea to insert in your rectum.

- **Clean**: Make sure that all tools are cleaned with sex toy cleaner or antibacterial soap and hot water; alternatively, you can put a new condom on each tool before using it. Soak toys for about fifteen minutes to disinfect them with Betadine, hydrogen peroxide (full strength), diluted bleach (one part bleach, ten parts water), or a sex toy cleaner.

- **Retrievable**: Never put anything in a rectum that may get "lost" or will be difficult to retrieve. Make sure plugs have flared bases and that dildos and vibrators are long enough so that the person using them has a good grip.

- **Realistic**: It's not a good idea to put something of an unrealistic width, length, shape, or size in someone else's or your own anus. Be sensible.
EXERCISE: Window Shopping

It may be helpful for you to get a look at all the toys covered in this chapter in the flesh (so to speak). The exact execution of this exercise depends on where you live. If you live in a town with a sex toy store, a condom store (like Condomania), an adult novelty shop, or an adult video store that carries sex toys, make a date with yourself to go and spend a little time there. Just look at what's available—the different kinds of lubricants, condoms, latex gloves, and so on. If you're interested in exploring anal penetration, peruse the butt plugs, vibrators, anal beads, dildos, and harnesses. If you don't live near such a store, order a mail-order catalog and do a little "window shopping." Some mail-order sources for sex toys have elaborate Web sites, with color images of products and detailed product descriptions. The Shopping Guide (see Resources at the end of this book) lists retailers throughout the United States and Canada who carry a full line of anal toys and sex supplies. Some of these especially cater to women.
NOTES

1. For more information on the Reality™ Female Condom, see the Northwest AIDS Foundation brochure reprinted on the Society for Human Sexuality Web site (see Resources for Web address).
2. McIlvenna, Complete Guide to Safer Sex, 82
3. McIlvenna, Complete Guide to Safer Sex, 211

QUOTES AND SIDEbars

Enemas

So you want to have an enema. First, I want to reiterate that you don't have to have an enema in order to have relatively safe and clean anal sex. Some people find that an enema helps reassure them about the cleanliness of their anuses and the emptiness of their bowels. Others like to give or receive enemas as part of an erotic encounter or an S/M scene; for them an enema does not necessarily go hand in hand with anal sex but becomes an erotic activity unto itself.

When I use the term enema, I am referring to a douche of the anal canal and rectum. There are other practices that some people also call enemas—including colonics, high colonics, or cleaning of the transverse colon—which I do not cover in this book.
I cannot stress enough that giving enemas is a skill that takes practice and patience. Your first enema may feel strange. Since your rectum is used to expelling matter, having water flow into it can feel a little weird at first. Don't worry—this sensation of fullness in your rectum just takes some getting used to. When you have a bowel

Figure 7:
Enema Equipment

shower diverter

water bottle/enema bag

bulb syringe

Fleet enema (empty, and replace with plain water)
movement from an enema, it may feel like having diarrhea. Just remember to listen to your body—an enema can feel different, but it should not be uncomfortable or painful at all.

There are three different kinds of enemas, and I will review them from simplest to most complex (also see figure 7).

Bulb Syringe Enemas

You can purchase a bulb syringe at most drug stores. If you don't want to use a bulb syringe, you can buy an enema kit at a drug store, empty out the chemical solution, and refill the nozzle-tipped bottle with plain warm water.

Many people find that filling a bath with warm water (around 100°F) is the easiest way to begin this kind of enema. Fill the syringe with water and gently insert the tip into your rectum. Lubricate the tip and your anus with water-based lubricant before insertion. Squeeze the bulb to release the water into your rectum. Withdraw the syringe as you continue squeezing, then refill it with water and repeat. Do it a few times or until you feel "full" of water. Wait a few minutes, then get out of the tub, go sit on the toilet, and let nature take its course. You can get back in the tub and repeat the enema (about two to three times) until your bowels are completely cleaned out.

Enema Bag/Hot Water Bottle Enemas

Giving yourself an enema with an enema bag and plastic tubing (also called a fountain syringe) takes a little more skill, and maybe even an assistant. You need an enema bag (which resembles a hot water bottle with a nozzle on the bottom), tubing, and a hook of some kind to hang the bag on (over either the toilet or the tub).
THEN SOMETHING SMALL AND HARD ENTERED HER anus and forced its way deep as she gave a little gasp, pressing her lips tightly together. Her muscles contracted to fight the little invasion, but this only sent ripples of pleasure through her. The flush of water into her vagina had stopped. And what happened now was unmistakable: A stream of warm water was being pumped into her rectum ...It filled her with ever-increasing force, and a strong hand pressed her buttocks together as if bidding her not to release the water.

It seemed a whole new region of her body came to lift, a part of her that had never been punished or even really examined. The force of the flow grew stronger and stronger. Her mind protested that she could not be invaded in this final way, that she could not be rendered so helpless.

She felt she would burst if she did not let go... She squeezed her eyes shut. She felt warm water poured over her private parts, front and back, heard the loudfill rush in the basin.

'Yes, to be purified, " she thought. And she experienced a great undeniable relief, the awareness of her body cleansing itself becoming exquisite as she shuddered

- ANNE RICE
Fill the bag with warm water (100°F). Hang the bag within easy reach and no more than eighteen inches above your butt. Find a position that's comfortable; you may want to try lying on your left side with your right leg pulled up to your chest or kneeling with your ass up, your head down, and one side of your face against the floor. Again, apply some water-based lubricant to the tip of the nozzle and inside your anus. Gently insert the tube into your rectum, then release the valve on the bag until water begins to flow at the desired pressure (very low pressure is best). You'll know when you've had enough. When you feel full, close the gauge, take the tube out, and go to the toilet. Repeat several times until only water comes out during a bowel movement.

**Shower Attachment Enemas**

You can buy an attachment for your shower—called the aluminum nozzle attachment, the silver bullet attachment, or the shower bidet attachment—through sex shops or mail-order catalogs. After you've attached it to your shower, set the temperature to a comfortable level of warmth and the flow to a desired speed and pressure (slower is better, especially for beginners). Again, find a comfortable position, like kneeling, squatting, or standing with one leg up on the edge of the tub. Slip the tube inside, take as much water as you can, and hold it for a few minutes. If you have an exceptional drainage system, you may want to remain in the shower and shoot the water back out. Doing it right in the shower means you don't have to keep jumping in and out, and the mess will wash right down the drain. Or you can return to the toilet to ensure less mess. Repeat the enema until you're all clean, usually two or three times total—don't overdo it.
General Tips for a Safe Enema

- You should feel no discomfort during an enema; if you experience pain or cramping, go sit on the toilet right away.
- If you're having an enema in preparation for anal sex, you should do it at least two to three hours prior to having sex to give your body a chance to reabsorb water and recover.
- Storebought enemas like the Fleet Ready-to-Use Enema contain laxatives and harsh chemicals that can irritate your rectum; plain filtered water without additives is a better idea. Never use a vaginal douche in your rectum.
- Do not use a turkey baster to give yourself or your partner an enema. Turkey basters are too long and are made of plastic that is inflexible and may have rough seams.
- Depending on the state of your water supply, you may want to use heated bottled water (100°F).
- I've heard about vodka enemas, coffee enemas, and other exotic enemas, but these are really not good for you. Any liquid you put in your rectum gets absorbed so quickly that it's like shooting it in your veins. It will ultimately irritate your rectum, and it could make you very, very sick.
- Allow yourself plenty of time and several bowel movements before you're cleaned out.
- Do not share enema equipment.
- Clean and disinfect your enema equipment carefully (diluted liquid bleach is a good disinfectant).
- Carefully read and follow all instructions that accompany enema kits or equipment.
- It's not a good idea to have enemas too frequently. They tend to stress out your rectum, and too much of this evacuation can throw your rectum, bowels, and
gastrointestinal tract off balance. According to sex educator Robert Morgan, frequent use of enemas can wash away mucosa from your rectum and cause colitis/proctitis.

- If, after an enema, you don't have a bowel movement or expel any liquid, you could be dehydrated or have a serious condition. See a doctor immediately.1

**The Barber and the Back Door: Shaving the Anal Area**

Although it is not widely discussed, many people find that shaving their own or their partner's anal area can be very erotic. Guidelines for shaving the anal area are very similar to those for shaving a woman's pubic area or a man's balls and pubic area. Use a regular disposable razor—leave the wielding of straight razors to the professionals—and plenty of nonirritating shaving cream (I find Aveeno Shaving Gel™ with oatmeal ideal). Find a clean, well-lit place to work, go slowly, and be careful. If you're shaving your own anus, use a hand-held mirror so you can see exactly what you're doing.

It's probably a good idea not to shave the anal area right before you're planning to have sex; since you'll have a greater chance of having nicks or cuts, be extra careful and definitely practice safer sex. One more thing: when the hair grows back, it will itch, so use a soothing lotion.
NOTES

SIDEBAR
Anne Rice, "*Beauty: The Rites of Purification,*" from Beauty's Release by Anne Rice, writing as A. N. Roquelaure (New York: Plume, 1985), 53-54.
I remember being about eight or nine and while masturbating inserting the handle of a paintbrush (the closest phallic object at hand) in my ass... I had just read somewhere that this was pleasurable and was curious. It was.

The best introduction to anal eroticism starts with your own behind. In the 1970s, consciousness-raising groups spawned by the women's movement encouraged women to explore their vaginas and do gynecological self-examination with a speculum to gain a better understanding of their bodies; the more knowledge women have about our own bodies, the more in touch we can be with our gynecological health as well as our sexual pleasure. But many of us are not familiar with how our own anuses look and feel; we are taught to think of them as private, dirty, and absolutely not a source of pleasure.
Unlike men, who only have to glance down to see one important source of their libido, women have to find a well-lit room, a comfortable position, and a mirror just to see our own vaginas and clitorises. The same is true for our anus. Looking at your anus, touching it, stroking it, feeling how it responds to even the lightest touch can give you a world of information about anal eroticism. While you're exploring your anal area, you will want to use the preparations outlined in chapter 2: Relax and be patient with yourself. Go slowly in the beginning and don't try to do too much all at once. Make sure you have a big bottle of lubricant nearby in addition to latex gloves and anal toys, if you wish. Do what feels good, and stop if and when it stops feeling good. Also remember that anal stimulation may be something you want to reserve for your "sex for one" occasions, which is fine; there will be plenty of time to bring anal eroticism to sex with a partner if and when you'd like to do that.

My first experience was as a twelve-year-old. I recall taking a shower and cleaning my genitals and ass. I noticed that the soap running along my anus

Since most of us struggle with periods of self-hatred, bad body images, shame and confusion over sex and pleasure, I recommend having a hot love affair with yourself. Sexual healing begins by learning how to turn yourself on, discovering your sexual fantasies, and giving yourself an abundance of self-love and orgasms.

—Betty Dodson
felt really good, so I slid a finger inside myself and began moving it in and out. Eventually, I got enough manual dexterity to rub my clit with a bar of soap and fuck my anus simultaneously.

In addition to being fun, exciting, and arousing, exploring anal eroticism during masturbation is also the best way to prepare for anal sex with a partner. If you want to have your anus penetrated by your partner, exploring it by yourself will help you figure out what you enjoy and what you don't. Experiencing anal pleasure by yourself can also help to reassure you that it can be pleasurable with a partner; you'll know what it feels like when it feels good. Your own exploration can also serve to get your anus used to stimulation and penetration. If the first finger that slips in your anus is your own, then someone else's won't seem so scary and may even feel better than you had imagined!

If you want to penetrate someone else's anus, exploring your own anal area by yourself will give you insight into what's going on down there, including the ins and outs of the anus, anal canal, and rectum: the sensitive tissue, the all-important curves of the rectum, and the various sensations of anal stimulation and penetration. Self-pleasuring your anus will give you a good sense of what your partner might feel as you give him or her pleasure. I believe the best way to become skilled at doing something to someone else is to practice it on yourself first.

Remember, because of the contractions the anal sphincters can make during arousal and climax, the anus can actually "suck" objects into it. There won't be anyone else in the room to prevent a toy from going too far inside.

Be sweet to your little "rosebud".

—Betty Dodson
your rectum. It is crucial that anything you put in your anus besides your finger have a flared base.

When you're ready to explore anal eroticism during masturbation, you might want to begin by taking a warm, leisurely bath or shower. The bath or shower will help you relax as well as give you an opportunity to get your anus nice and clean and ready for fun. Also make sure your hands are clean and your nails are trimmed neatly. Begin by masturbating as you usually do; start by doing what you know first, which for most of us will mean stimulating the vagina and clitoris. Bring out that favorite vibrator or dildo, turn on a hot porn video or a steamy movie—do whatever will get you aroused. Don't jump right into exploring your anus; instead, simply masturbate and get your entire body aroused.

When you feel juiced up and ready to pay some attention to your anal area, you may want to use a mirror so you can see exactly what's going on down there. Find a comfortable position. Lying on your back or sitting in a comfy chair or on the edge of the bed might be best at first so you can look in a mirror. If you've already practiced with a mirror or aren't using the mirror, you can lie on your stomach, lie on your side, or stand up (perhaps in the shower); find a position that works for you, one that allows you to stimulate your clitoris and reach your anus.

I usually masturbate on my stomach; that is the most familiar position for me and the one in which I get most easily aroused. When I began exploring anal eroticism during masturbation, I found it easy to begin on my stomach, then turn over on my back so I could look at my butt in the mirror.

Begin with some relaxation techniques like deep breathing or meditation; you may also want to do some Kegel exercises to get warmed up and get the blood flowing to your anus.
Gently massage your buttocks, your inner thighs, and the area around your anus. Note how the opening responds to the massage around it. Put on a latex glove (if you want to) and pour some lubricant into your hand. Make sure your finger is good and slippery.

When you feel comfortable, gently touch your anus. Stroke it, rub it, let the lube glide over your skin. Just stimulating the opening can be extremely pleasurable because of all the nerve endings in the anal area. You may also want to use a vibrator to stimulate the outside of your anus; vibrations can both relax the area and get the blood pumping there. Spend time feeling your way around and exploring how your whole body responds to your anus being stroked, rubbed, played with, and teased. A good next step is to use your finger to press gently at the opening. Feel how your body responds to the pressure against your anal opening. Keep touching and pressing until you feel ready for more. You may want to continue to stimulate your clitoris to get further aroused; remember, masturbating gets the whole pelvic area stimulated and engorged.

Continue by adding more lube to your finger and inserting just the tip into your anus; stay there and let yourself get used to the feeling. Add some lubricant. Move your finger gently against the sides of the opening without going any farther inside. When you feel ready, venture a little farther. See how the sphincter muscles feel around your finger. You may want to continue to masturbate with your other hand or use a vibrator. Remember to be patient with yourself, go at your own pace, and listen to your body. If at any time you feel discomfort or pain, stop. There's no rush. Keep nudging the finger inside until it's as far as you want it to go.

Experiment with all the different sensations you can create with just one finger. You can try a slow probe, venturing inside inch by inch, experimenting with a variety of depths.
Some people like a circular motion, creating circles just inside the anus with a finger and feeling the walls of the anus contracting around the finger. Other people enjoy the feeling of simply having something in their anus; see what it feels like to rub your clitoris while your finger stays still in your anus. You can also practice some in-and-out play, trying different speeds and rhythms as you slide your finger in and out of your anus. Savor each new movement and sensation.

As you get more experienced, you can repeat this exercise with more lube and more fingers. When you can comfortably fit about two fingers inside, you may want to graduate to a slim butt plug, dildo, or vibrator. Remember, plugs are good for that full feeling, dildos for in-and-out action, and vibrators for in-and-out and, of course, vibration. Because these toys are longer than your fingers, you can use them to probe more deeply into the rectum. Make sure to use plenty of lube and start out slowly. Pay attention to how the muscles contract around the toy; make sure to let your anus get used to the feeling each time you inch a little farther inside. You'll notice a difference as your tool moves from the anal canal into the rectum. In the anus, you'll experience more resistance and a tighter feeling. In the rectum, you will feel like there's more room.

If you rush penetration, your anus is likely to get sore and you'll have to stop all activities before you might want to. If you listen to your body and give your anus a chance to get fully aroused, it will open up and give you plenty of room for penetration by a slim dildo and, eventually, even bigger things.

**SIDEBARS**

Betty Dodson, *Sex for One: The Joy of Selfloving* (New York: Three Rivers Press), 157, 143. Author and sex educator Betty Dodson is considered by many to be the "mother of masturbation."
Let Your Tongue Do the Walking

Analingus

Analingus, known more commonly as "rimming," is stimulation of the anal area with the mouth and tongue—licking, flicking, nibbling, sucking, circling, and tongue-fucking. Many people love the simple pleasure of having their anus licked or licking a partner's anus. Because the anal area is so full of nerve endings, even the tiniest sensations can register high on the turn-on meter.

I love when my boyfriend has been licking my pussy for a long time, getting me really turned on, then travels down and starts licking around my asshole. The feeling of his tongue lightly flicking against my skin just sends me over the edge!

A good way to introduce rimming is to begin by nibbling and licking your partner's buttocks. As is true for other activities, it's important to explore and pleasure the whole area,
rather than diving right into the crown jewel. Once you're ready to put your mouth on the anus, start out slowly.

*I use my tongue to explore every little nook of my lover's asshole. Because the hole is puckered, there are a million little folds and crevices to find and lick.*

Many people feel especially anxious about rimming because of the association between the anus and defecating; we learn at an early age that if something is dirty or smells bad, we shouldn't put our mouth on it. Remember that there are normally only trace amounts of feces in the anus and anal canal. If you and your partner are especially concerned about cleanliness, your partner could have an enema. (Remember an enema should be done at least two hours before the sexual encounter). Aesthetically speaking, analingus need not be any more dirty or messy than cunnilingus. Some people find the anus disgusting or gross, just as some unenlightened folks find the vagina and clitoris unappealing. Yet many of us approach cunnilingus with desire and enthusiasm and feel the same about analingus. Keep in mind, however, that besides HIV and STDs, we come into contact with trace amounts of feces from the colon, which may carry parasites, hepatitis A, and other viruses.

Let your mouth, lips, and tongue explore your lover's anus freely, and experiment with different techniques as you go along. Listen to your partner's verbal and nonverbal responses and let those help to guide you. Some people like to really thrust their tongues in and out of their partner's anus; you can penetrate your lover's anus to ecstasy.

*I really like my asshole licked and sucked, but I don't like penetration with fingers or anything. One time, my lover stuck her tongue inside me and it felt great. So, I guess I do like penetration—but only with someone's tongue.*
There are a variety of positions you can try for analingus. Some people like to lick their partner's anus from behind in the "doggie-style" position, with the receiving partner on hands and knees. Others like to create a version of the sixty-nine position, so they can pleasure each other simultaneously. You can lick your partner's anus from almost any position, including standing, sitting, or lying down. Experiment with what is most comfortable and pleasurable for both of you.

I like to have my lover on her back with a pillow under her butt, her knees bent and legs up in the air. I put one hand on each of her cheeks, and spread them apart. Then, I cover her hole with my tongue and lips, slipping the tip of my tongue just inside her ass.

Rimming can be incredibly pleasurable for everyone involved, including the person giving the pleasure. Nina Hartley demonstrates in her anal sex video:

Rimming is extremely, extremely pleasurable... It's important to keep in mind that if you're performing analingus, give your mouth a good time. Again, it's never something that you're just doing to the other person; it's something you're sharing with each other. As happy as my [ass] is, his mouth is equally as happy.¹

**HE IS CUTE LITTLE PUCKER-KISS OF AN ASSHOLE**

He comes into view, looking for all the world like it's there for your delectation. You extend your tongue and lick the sweet, tangy little entrance. He groans.

-LINDA JAIWN
Analingus and Safer Sex

If you plan to venture around and inside the anus, and you are nonmonogamous, you should definitely practice safer sex by always using a barrier for anal contact. Rimming without a latex barrier is considered a high-risk activity for the transmission of STDs and HIV.

If you are monogamous or fluid-bonded, you may still wish to use a barrier. Some women and their partners choose not to, but be aware of the risks you are taking if you make that choice. Remember, fecal matter in the rectum and anal canal may contain hepatitis A, amoeba, parasites, intestinal viruses—all of which can infect you or your partner and make you sick.

A barrier can be a dental dam (a square of latex usually available where sex toys are sold), plastic wrap (like Saran Wrap), an unlubricated condom cut lengthwise, or a latex glove cut into a usable shape. Dab some lube on the side that covers the anus. Some people like to cut up latex gloves for analingus and cunnilingus because you can use one of the glove's fingers to stick your tongue in (see figure 8).

If you're not using a barrier, rinse thoroughly with mouthwash after rimming before putting your mouth elsewhere (like on someone's vagina or penis) to prevent the spread of bacteria.

NOTES

SIDEBAR
Figure 8: Making a Dental Dam

1. Cut off top
2. Slice up side
3. Stretch!

Making a Dental Dam (from a condom)

Making a Dental Dam (from a latex glove)

4. Put tongue in thumb

5. Slice up side
6. Cut off fingers
Insertive Anal Penetration

A captain steering a ship through a turbulent ocean knows that it is the water that is in control; the captain's job is tuning in and maneuvering through the tides and currents.¹

As the insertive partner in anal sex, your job is to go slowly, be gentle, communicate, progress at a reasonable pace, and let your partner take control of the ship.

Go Slowly, Be Gentle

*I like to give a long and titillating anal massage which builds up externally for a long time and then becomes penetrative with a finger and sometimes toys.*
Where the other person just receives. I also like humping the butt (not penetrative), with the other person face down and me on top of them.

Review the basic preparations, especially the relaxation exercises. Start out with some fun, stress-free foreplay. Getting someone aroused in an overall way will make the transition to anal play easier and smoother. Kiss her on the favorite spot of hers. Stroke that place you know will drive him wild. When your partner is ready to progress to anal stimulation, make the transition slowly. Start out by massaging the buttocks and inner thighs. Work your way around the anal area with your fingers, your mouth, or a vibrator. The more you stimulate the entire area, the more the blood rushes there. You can combine anal stimulation with stimulation of the clitoris, vagina, or penis to get the entire genital region engorged and excited.

---

HE CLAMPS UP TO PREVENT ME FROM RUBBING HERE, but aggression has risen in me and I press on, massaging a moistened finger at the entrance. Its slick there, and I can imagine the smell which excites me; I know that he's concerned about the smell too—how I'll find him—and this excites me. The thought pops into my mind that if I had a dick, right now if I had a dick, I would wear him out..."

-MAGENTA MICHAELS
For me, it helps to relax my anus if I'm having clitoral stimulation...If it's just my butt, it's like a hot piece of intense sensation. If I put something on my clit like the vibrator, the whole area becomes like a giant clit...Every time you stroke your clit, [your ass] relaxes and opens up.²

When your partner is ready for penetration, begin with one well-lubricated finger. Insert only the tip, up to the first knuckle, and stay there. Since the first instinct of the sphincter muscles will be to tighten, let the anus get used to having something inside it and let the sphincter muscles relax. A good way to further relax the receptive partner's anus is to slowly and gently push up and down against the opening.

*I love feeling the tightness of that hole around my fingers, the heat. I love the feeling that I always have to push my way in, like I'm discovering a new hole.*

Often, the sphincter muscles of the anal canal will respond to penetration by contracting around the object, then releasing. Many sex educators call this motion "winking." Never poke the anus; instead, stroke the opening with the pad of your finger. If you gently caress the anus, it will wink at you. The anus will open, and you can slowly slide a well-lubricated finger inside.³

There are so many nerve endings in the anal area that every sensation is magnified. Keep in mind that a light touch, a slim pinkie, and a slight wiggle all go a long way toward arousing your partner. The simplest caress can be extremely pleasurable. If she wants more, deeper, faster, or harder, she'll tell you. In the beginning, it's best to err on the side of caution and gentleness.
Listen and Talk to Your Partner

It's important that you focus on your partner as you're giving him or her anal pleasure. The receiver should feel comfortable to talk as much as he or she wants during the experience. Ask her how she feels; ask him what he wants. You should also listen to your partner's body. Feel how the sphincter muscles contract around your finger and respond to your touch. Observe the level of tightness and openness of the anus in addition to the rest of the body's response to anal stimulation. What verbal and nonverbal cues is she giving you? How is her breathing pattern? What kinds of sounds is she making? Tell your partner what you're doing, especially each time you are about to move on to something new. Also tell her or him what you're feeling, what's turning you on; it will enhance the communication and pleasure between you. Ask her to tell you what she likes does she want more teasing? Some rimming? More pressure and fullness? Less in-and-out motion? Ask her.

I like the feel of the power I have when I am inside someone anally. I particularly enjoy this feeling when my partner is face down. I also love to talk sexually about what I am doing anally to someone, like "Boy, you have such a sweet tight ass. Your ass is making my cock very happy..."

Let Your Partner Take the Lead

The person receiving the anal pleasure should be the one in control. Encourage him or her to breathe deeply; stay where you are on the inhale and nudge farther in on the exhale. Or, instead of you guiding the insertion, the receptive partner can take you inside at her or his pace. As a receiver practices controlling the sphincter muscles, she or he can actually suck you inside.
Make sure your partner knows that if she wants you to stop, she need only say so and you will stop. Never coax or pressure a partner into having anal sex. If your partner isn't interested in exploring anal sexuality or isn't in the mood on a particular occasion, respect his or her wishes.

Anal sex can be very highly charged even for the most willing, aroused, or experienced receivers. Having your anus penetrated can be intense, emotional, even a little scary. Keep all these factors in mind, and remember that your partner has put a tremendous amount of trust in you. Respect that trust as well as your partner's body. Realize that she or he may be feeling particularly vulnerable or maybe a little anxious. Reassure your partner that she or he is in charge.

*It is an incredible high to be shown such trust and vulnerability with another person. Here is a part of the body through which we can experience intense pleasure and through which often much damage, shaming, and abuse has been done. Giving gives me a great sense of power. Not the power to hurt, but the power to please, to tease, to entice. And, as a woman, getting to be inside, especially to penetrate a man, is hot and divine. As it should be.*

**Receptive Anal Penetration**

**Relax**

Relax, relax, relax. Take a deep breath. And another. Relaxation is so important to having pleasurable anal sex; yet I think that with the hectic pace of our lives, it is one of the hardest states to achieve. Because the anus can be a place where we store much of our stress and tension,
we need to give our bodies plenty of time to release that tension before venturing into anal pleasure. I find that doing about fifteen minutes of deep breathing helps my body to unwind, and the breathing actually gets me in touch with how my entire body is feeling. A warm bath, candles, and a sensuous massage are also great relaxers. We must also relax our minds, and some people like to meditate or even do some positive visualization to calm and prepare themselves for anal penetration. Ultimately, our bodies and minds are intrinsically linked, and relaxation is a reflexive process.

Tell Your Partner What You Want

You need to figure out what your anal erotic desires are and take responsibility for communicating them to your partner. Although it may seem paradoxical, you are the one in the driver's seat. You set the pace and control the action. You need to be well aware of your body, and specifically of your anal sphincters, because you have the ability to relax

HE'S MOVING IN HER, LIGHT AND QUICK, working her ass so sweetly she wants to scream. She's going to come. She stays there a while, riding the knowledge, her clit full and her cunt dripping and her ass on fire.

It's so dark with the blindfold, and all she can think about is how good it will be when she comes, how good it will feel, how it doesn't matter about her ass being sore, how nothing matters but this come.

-ROSE WHITE AND ERIC ALBERT
them. Talk to your partner before, during, and after about what turns you on, the sensations you experience, what you'd like more of, and how everything feels.

*It can be alienating for me; it's something I only want to do with people I have an emotional connection with. For me, it is a bit like having sex when I'm drugged: it's extremely intense, a complete giving over to another, but it involves a vulnerability that I only want to enact with someone I love. [I think] "Here is my body: drink," when I am fucked up the ass.*

The more information you can give your partner, the better equipped he or she will be to please you. As discussed in chapter 3, it is equally important that your share your fantasies and your fears about anal sex. The more in touch you are with your needs, your desires, and your own body, the better the experience will be for everyone.

**Take the Lead**

Once you are relaxed and ready for penetration, put some lube in your anus and find a position that's comfortable for you. Some people like to be on their back with their legs in the air or on the insertive partner's shoulders; this way, you can face each other, have easier verbal and nonverbal communication, and incorporate other stimulation with anal penetration. Some women like to sit on top of their partners (also facing each other) so they can control the pace and depth of penetration. Many people like to be on all fours, belly down with their butt in the air. This "doggie-style" position can allow better depth and requires the least bending of the rectum. Experiment with various positions until you find what's most comfortable.

Because you are in control of the action, you must be prepared to tell your partner to slow down, change
activities, or stop altogether. Listen to your body; if you feel any discomfort or pain, you absolutely need to stop. Don't fool yourself that the pain will subside or pressure yourself to continue even when it no longer feels good. Anal sex does not have to be unpleasant or painful at all.

**For Both Partners**

**Work Your Way Up**

If your partner is interested in being penetrated with something bigger than a finger—several fingers, a butt plug, a vibrator, a dildo, or a penis—it's a good idea to set some realistic goals. Set a series of goals that will give both of you room to relax, practice, and feel free from pressure to do too much at once. As penetration progresses, each time you either add a finger or increase the size of the toy, be sure to add more lube and let the anal canal and rectum get used to the new sensation. Just as you let your partner take the lead in the pace, let her or him take the lead in the depth of penetration. Let her ease her anus down onto your fingers or that favorite plug, taking as much as she wants at her pace. You should always begin small and work your way up to big, and remember that you don't have to reach the ultimate goal in one single night.

Once you've worked your way up from fingers to toys or a penis, remember your anatomy lesson and those two curves you're going to run into in the rectum. Each person's rectum is unique, so don't assume that a technique that worked on one person will make your current partner scream in ecstasy. Going slowly will help you navigate the curves of the rectum and begin to discover the individuality of your partner's anal canal and rectum.
without causing discomfort. There will be plenty of time later for a hard-and-fast frenzy, if that's what you both want. But, in general, you shouldn't make any swift or jerky movements. Likewise, whenever you withdraw anything from the anus—if she asks you to stop, after she's had an orgasm, or when you're going to take a break—always pull out slowly. Even if your partner says "Get it out of me now!" don't withdraw too quickly or you can hurt or tear the tender rectal tissue.

*I TAKE HER ASS IN MY TWO HANDS, LIKE A BIG FRUIT;
and push it upwards, and while my tongue is playing there in the mouth of her sex, my fingers press into the flesh of her ass, travel around its firmness, into its curve, and my forefinger feels the little mouth of her anus and pushes gently.

Suddenly Mary gives a start—as if I have touched off an electric spark. She moves to enclose my finger. I press it farther, all the while moving my tongue inside of her sex. She begins to moan, to undulate.

When she sinks downwards she feels my flicking finger, when she rises upwards she meets my flicking tongue. With every move, she feels my quickening rhythm, until she has a long spasm and begins to moan like a pigeon. With the finger I feel the palpitation of pleasure, going once, twice, thrice, beating ecstatically.

-ANAIIS NIN
Positions for Anal Penetration

All the positions people employ for vaginal penetration can be used for anal penetration. Since everyone has individual needs, tastes, and desires, it is important to experiment with all kinds of positions to discover what works best for you and your partner.

Missionary Position  
(figure 9)

Among hip, liberated women, the missionary position has gotten a bad rap in recent years because it works well for men but usually affords women no clitoral stimulation. There are plenty of ways to slightly amend this "traditional" position to make it work for you. This position finds the receptive partner on her or his back and the insertive partner on top. Because both partners face each other, it is easier to communicate, especially nonverbally, plus you can attend to other parts of your partner's body suck on her nipples, kiss his neck, nibble her lips. Many people in the receptive position like missionary-style anal penetration because lying on their back either
feels more comfortable or allows them a sense of surrendering to their partner.

*I like to be on my back when she fucks me in the ass. She's in control and I feel like I am giving my body over to her. If she uses her hand, she can do my butt and work my clit at the same time. If she's got the strap-on on, and we get at just the right angle, her thrusts can rub my clit.*

*When my lover is on her back, I feel like I am topping her and her ass is mine. It's powerful, although I know that she's the one who's really in charge.*

The receptive partner may find that a pillow under her butt makes for easier penetration, and she can bend her knees or either bring her legs to her chest or rest them on her partner's shoulders. Although the latter position may create a better angle for entry, it is one that even the most flexible among us often find hard to sustain. In this position, your partner usually cannot provide clitoral stimulation, but you can provide your own with your hand or a vibrator.

Receptive Partner on Top (figure 10)
In the receptive-partner-on-top position, the receptive partner can control the angle and depth of penetration. Straddling the insertive partner, she or he can sit straight up, or lean forward or backward according to her or his own desires. Again, facing each other means you can talk and communicate as well as stroke, rub, pinch, and stimulate other parts of each other's bodies; this position is also great for clitoral stimulation. Receptive partners can really take the lead in this position and be in charge of the depth of insertion, the amount of movement, and the
rhythm of whatever is doing the penetrating—finger(s), butt plug, dildo, or penis.

I like to be on top for anal sex. I can slowly sit down on his dick, taking my time to make sure my ass is ready. He can play with my clit as I lower myself onto him, and he loves to look at me, and talk dirty to me while we're doing it.

Insertive partners who are inexperienced, nervous about how to penetrate their partners anally, or fearful of hurting their partners may find this position most relaxing because the receiver can do much of the decision making and work. The partners on the bottom often report liking this position best because they get a great view of their partner and can watch them as they receive pleasure.

If we have anal penetration with the dildo, I want her to be in charge. She knows better how fast and deep to go, plus I like to see her do all the work.
Doggie-Style (figure 11)

The doggie-style position is probably the first one many of us think of when we think about anal sex. Doggie-style is also a popular image in porn magazines and videos. This position, with the receptive partner on her hands and knees and the insertive partner behind her, is best for deep penetration. Because the rectum is in the most straight (not bent) position, the insertive partner can get good depth that is also comfortable to the receiver. If the receptive partner is a woman, this position also makes it easy to reach around and rub her clitoris.

Doing it doggie-style also means both partners can have lots of pelvic movement. The insertive partner can do a lot of deep, hard, or fast thrusting; the receptive partner can move back on or ride fingers, a dildo, or penis from this angle. Many people like to have their partner penetrate them from behind for a fast and frenzied kind of fuck. As when the receptive partner is on top, she can also be in control of the action if the insertive partner does less of the movement and lets the receiver come to her.

I love doggie-style the best. My boyfriend starts out slowly, but as my ass opens up, he can really fuck me from behind just like he fucks my pussy. He says he likes it too because he loves the feeling of my butt cheeks slamming against him.

For giving, I like her on all fours with her ass in the air so I can see all the activity. For receiving—being on all fours or on my back... My favorite of all, though, is being bent over a table and gettin' it from behind.

My current partner can be an incredibly sensual, effeminate submissive male. I love to see him with
his ass in the air and his back arched, and I love the way he looks when tell him to ride my cock and he thrusts himself back against me while I just kneel there, occasionally grabbing his hips or slapping his butt.

In a variation on this position, the receptive partner is on her stomach with her knees either bent or straight. Although this one may seem awkward on first try, it just takes a little practice. This, too, is a good position for medium or deep penetration because the rectum is in an optimum position for smooth entry (as long as you don't forget that important curve!).

Spooning and Reverse Spooning (figure 12)

In the spooning position, both partners are on their sides either facing each other or facing the same direction. This
position is comfortable, flexible, and easily maneuver-able, and it gives both partners good control over the angle and depth of penetration; it's an ideal position for partners who are of very different heights or sizes. Some people find that lying side by side gives them greater access to their partner's vagina, clitoris, penis, balls, and other parts of each other's bodies for exploration and stimulation. You don't get the depth of penetration this way that you get with other positions; however, spooning is good for a long, slow anal fucking session, where no one's in a rush to get somewhere. But don't get me wrong you can still have ecstatic orgasms this way.

*Side-by-side works for me. She can do my ass and my clit and not go too deep. I like to have her fingers just a little ways into my butt. For me, that's the most sensitive part.*

I have gone over the major positions, but I have by no means covered all the possible ones. There are plenty more for you to explore. Some people like to reverse the receptive-
partner-on-top position and face the same direction rather than each other. Couples who are similar in size may find they can have anal sex standing up or with one person bent over a bed or table.

*I like to be bent over the bed, standing, face down.*

*I love the feeling of having my partner penetrate me anally and vaginally at the same time using a dildo or vibrator in either orifice. I have often fantasized about having two men fucking me and feeling each other's dicks rubbing against each other through my walls.*

Think of each new position as an opportunity to explore different depths, speeds, rhythms, and dynamics; there's lots of erotic territory to find simply by changing your point of view.

**NOTES**

1. Herrman, Trust, 43.

**QUOTES AND SIDEBARS**


Myths About Anal Fisting

Just as there are many myths about anal sex in general, there are several misconceptions about anal fisting (or handballing) in particular. The following are a few of the most common myths.

Myth #1: Fisting is literally what it sounds like it is.

Anal fisting is not exactly what it sounds like—you don't just make a fist and stick it in someone's ass. Fisting is a gradual penetration process of adding finger after finger until you can curve your fingers and comfortably fit your entire hand in someone's rectum. Some people may cringe when they read that, but when done safely and properly, fisting can be an incredibly intense, pleasurable experience for both partners. As Bert Herrman, one of the leading experts on anal fisting, reminds us, "The joy comes from the feeling not the anatomical description."1
Myth #2: Only gay men practice anal fisting.

In the late 1960s and 1970s, gay and bisexual men popularized the practice of anal fisting, especially in bathhouses and private parties in major urban areas. It is widely believed that people engaged in fisting for decades before the sexual revolution, but the recorded history of the practice in Western culture dates to the late sixties. (According to sex educator Robert Morgan, fisting has been practiced in China and India for thousands of years.) Like other forms of anal sex, anal fisting has become intrinsically linked with gay men, and only gay men, because particular communities of gay men were widely practicing it. However, while not as common as other forms of anal eroticism, anal fisting is practiced and enjoyed by many women, with both female and male partners.

In her erotic writing of the early 1980s, Pat Califia wrote about anal fisting among lesbians who practiced S/M, and by the early 1990s, Bert Herrman reported that both men and women subscribed to Trust/The Handballing

\[\text{TWO FINGERS, THEN THREE, sank into Roxanne's ass. She barely noticed. She was humming along on a smooth road. This was so easy, there was so little friction that it barely qualified as flicking. Nevertheless, there was pleasure, enough to turn her into a squirmy little girl, so bad and dirty that she wanted people to bend her over, pull down her panties, put things up her ass, move them in and out, make her tell them how much she liked it and squeal for more.}\]

- Pat Califia
Newsletter. Some women, in fact, become aware of and interested in anal fisting through gay male pornography. Many women, especially lesbians, enjoy gay male erotic stories, photography, and videos and have learned about techniques and safety from these sources as well as from gay men who practice anal fisting.

*My most erotic fantasies have always revolved around gay male pornographic images, which is part of why anal fisting appeals to me.*

Myth #3: Anal fisting is dangerous.

Some people think that anal fisting will leave the receptive partner in diapers or the insertive partner with a disease. When anal fisting is done with patience and care, it will not injure either of you. Insertive partners can practice safer sex to protect themselves from contracting an STD or other diseases. Contrary to some popular misconceptions, being anally fisted will not make you bleed excessively, damage your rectum, stretch out your anus, or rupture your intestines—if done correctly.

**Anal Fisting and Safer Sex**

Unless you are monogamous or fluid-bonded, you should practice safer sex every time you engage in anal fisting. There are some specific differences between the regular safer sex practices already outlined in the book and the precautions you should take for anal fisting.

Just as you can use water-based lubricants for anal penetration, you can use larger amounts of thicker, water-based lubricants for fisting; however, most experienced fisting aficionados say they prefer oil-based lubes because they are thicker and dry up much less quickly than their water-based counterparts. While you should never use oil-based lubes
for vaginal penetration, because they will not naturally flush out of the vagina, they do flush out of the rectum easily during defecation. It is important to remember, however, that you won't be able to use condoms for anal penetration one to two days after oil-based lubricants are used in the rectum, because the oils will destroy latex condoms.

Many fisters use Crisco regularly because it's thick, it's inexpensive, and it works. Regular, rather than butter or other flavors, is recommended. Remember that sticking your hand in a can of Crisco will leave that can full of bacteria and not usable with any new partner. Try Crisco sticks (individually wrapped portions that resemble sticks of butter) or scoop smaller amounts of Crisco out of the can into a separate container for use with one partner and one session; make sure to clean these containers frequently.

If you are nonmonogamous, you should always use protective gloves for fisting; the risks that are present for anal penetration are magnified for anal fisting. Bert Herrman outlines these risks for the insertive partner:

The inside of one's body provides ideal transfer conditions for all sorts of microorganisms including the HIV virus. Surface abrasions in the walls of the large intestines (colon) are an ordinary occurrence even in normal conditions. No matter how clean one gets, one's insides will not be sterile...Minor paper cuts, scratches, and sores on your hands cannot be avoided. Microorganisms can even enter the system at the base of the fingernails.²

Latex gloves protect the person doing the fisting as well as the person being fisted. Even monogamous and fluid-bonded partners may prefer using gloves since the rectum is easily irritated by fingernails or rough skin.
While it is a proven fact that vegetable shortening and oil-based lubricants break down latex condoms, latex gloves tend to be much thicker than condoms and therefore can be used for fisting. Many sex educators recommend that you change into a fresh pair of gloves every fifteen to twenty minutes to ensure safety by preventing tiny holes from forming in the latex.

Latex gloves are sold in many drug stores, in bags of small quantities or boxes of fifty or one hundred. Some gloves are certified sterile, others aren't; however, the place you'll be putting your hand won't be sterile (not even with the most fastidious enema), so the gloves do not necessarily need to be sterile. Some gloves are powdered on the inside to make it easier to put them on. You should rinse gloves out because the powder may irritate your partner's delicate, sensitive anal tissue. Herrman has another tip for the glove wearer:

We also suggest that tops (especially those who are HIV negative) should rub nonoxynol-9...on their hand before inserting into the glove, in the event of leakage. While [nonoxynol-91 effectively kills the HIV virus, tests have shown that [it is] also very irritating to the kind of cells that line the rectum and vagina. This means that nonoxynol-9 may allow the virus to more effectively penetrate faster. So limit this stuff to inside the glove.3

Some people wear two gloves or purchase heavier rubber gloves commonly used for household work; these gloves also tend to be longer (more like "opera length"), which can be a plus for people who want to venture beyond the wrist. Keep in mind that heavier gloves tend to decrease the inserter's sensitivity and sense of how lubricated the glove is.

Recently, many people who regularly use latex gloves—especially those in health care professions—have
become either allergic to latex or latex-sensitive. If you are sensitive to latex, you might not want to try Herrman's technique of putting nonoxynol-9 inside the glove; you may also want to try well-fitting vinyl gloves. You might try coating your hand with liquid silicone (found in medical supply or auto supply stores) before putting on a latex glove.4

**Anal Fisting: The How-To's**

People who enjoy being penetrated by larger plugs and dildos and like the feeling of fullness and pressure may also delight in being fisted. Fisting takes a large amount of everything that anal sex requires: latex, lube, desire, patience, relaxation, communication, and trust. Fisting takes a great deal of time and skill; you should proceed to fisting only after you have become comfortable with extensive anal penetration.

**Preparation**

In order to prepare yourself to be fisted, it's a good idea to do some Kegel exercises for several weeks beforehand. Get used to contracting and relaxing your anal sphincter muscles. Relax. Deep breathing during foreplay and fisting is a great way to relax, get focused, and get in touch with your body.

I cannot stress enough that a proper diet with enough fiber is a key component to enjoying anal pleasure. Diet is very important for a person who's going to be fisted.

Most people who practice anal fisting recommend an enema for the receptive partner because of the depth of penetration. Chapter 5 covers different types of enemas and how to give them. Remember to have an enema at least two hours before the sexual encounter, avoid using harsh chemical enemas, and don't have enemas too often. An enema clears out not only the "bad" bacteria,
but also the "good" bacteria that normally live in and help our digestive systems; you can take acidophilus (available at most health food stores) to bring your system back in balance. Bert Herrman recommends that you eat easy-todigest food for nineteen to thirty-six hours before your enema, and very little eighteen hours before fisting. Avoid foods containing small seeds (like strawberries).

Some advice before you make a hellish trip to the laundromat: There is going to be some mess, so you should have lots of paper towels on hand. You should also know that oil-based lubricants and anal secretions are not exactly the easiest laundry job. Many fans of fisting recommend using "chucks," plastic sheets used as under-

---

SHE PUSHED, A RIPPLE DESCENDED FROM BEHIND HER breast bone, amplified, became a wave of desperate hard contractions. Kay had a grim, fixed smile on her face. She hung on to Roxanne's thigh with one hand and kept the other one wedged firmly in her asshole. Her rectum opened, closed, opened wider, and Kay slid in.

Her querulous asshole flattened out and disappeared. It felt as if her body had swallowed the advancing hand, sucked it in instead of struggling to repel it. Now it was folded up neatly inside her, a miracle, no pain at all, just the gift, the blessing of someone entering and pleasing this forbidden part of her body. Kay had made this new channel, made it part of her just by touching it. Her lungs hurt. Had she been shouting?

-PAT CALIFIA
pads in hospitals. They are made to absorb, and they are disposable. You can find them at hospital supply stores.

**Fisting Techniques and Tips**

After the enema, an erotic fisting session should begin like any erotic encounter involving anal penetration. Relax. Do whatever you need to—baths, candles, music, meditation, visualization, deep breathing, massage—to relax each other. Take your time. Focus on your desire for each other, on communicating, and on trusting each other.

You should also experiment with positions. You want to find one that is comfortable for both of you and that allows the easiest entry and depth of penetration. Some people like to be on their backs with their legs on their partner's shoulders. Some like to be in the doggie-style position on hands and knees, affording a good angle of entry.

Others like to be in a sling—a specially designed seat made of leather, canvas, or plastic webbing (like a hammock for one). A sling is usually suspended from the ceiling or a hook high on the wall. You can lie in it comfortably with your head above your waist, and your partner can have good, flexible access to your ass. Slings can be an expensive item at specialty sex and leather stores and are usually purchased by advanced players.

Just as outlined in the techniques for anal penetration, you should work your way up from external stimulation to actual penetration, with all the necessary steps in between. Remember that the initial opening-up process takes time for the receiver. You may want to start with fingers, graduate to a small butt plug, maybe a dildo, then go back to fingers. Or you can use only your hand the entire time. Rather than pushing your way in, let your partner suck your hand inside and guide you to each new level. Work your fingers inside, adding more lubricant as you go, until you have worked up to four fingers.
A good way to begin the handballing process is to put your fingers together to create a point with your hand, and gently slide inside. Stop as soon as you feel resistance and stay there, letting the muscles get used to the feeling. Each person likes a different method for entry. Some people like to move with a slow, constant pressure. Others use a twisting motion to work their way inside. Some let the receiver draw the hand inside or go slowly in and out as you would with a penis or dildo. Some keep their fingers together in the point until they feel like they can spread their fingers slightly. You can also cup your hand with your fingers curled into your palm. The trickiest part of hand-balling is the first move into the rectum. Make sure that you are well lubed, because this will be a crucial step.

As with each progression of penetration, when you've gotten your hand inside the rectum, stay there for a while. Let your hand get used to the feelings, and let your partner get used to the feelings she or he is experiencing. Now, remember your anatomy lesson and that all-important curve of the rectum. Feel your way as you venture, and let your partner guide your hand. Go as far as feels comfortable for your partner. You don't have to keep going and going; get to a place that feels good, and decide that's as far as you'll go.

Once you're in the rectum, some partners may like you to stay where you are, while you stimulate their genital area with your free hand or a vibrator. Other folks may like some actual in-and-out movement; keep in mind that your movement while fisting should never be too drastic or jerky. Again, it's all about communication between the two of you.

The challenge is not learning to stretch the anal canal; rather, it is learning to relax and let go, to allow these muscles to accept entrance from the outside with the same ease they should be allowing release from the inside.\(^5\)
If you are the receptive partner, remember that you are in control of the action. It's critical that you pay attention to your body, know your limits, and communicate with your partner. She will take all her cues from you, and so you need to be aware of your desires, your needs, and the sensations you are feeling. Do not push yourself to do something if your body isn't ready. Rest and take a break if you need one. Stop if and when you need to stop. If you listen to your body, when it is ready to take an entire hand inside your rectum, the feeling will be nothing but pleasurable, intense, and ecstatic.

Afterward, you may feel like having another enema in order to clean out all the lubricant. Do not have an enema. Your system has been worked over, and an enema will only irritate your rectum, especially if there are minute abrasions. It is a good idea for you to eat and drink something.

You may experience some soreness, gas pain, irregular bowel movements, or slight spotting of blood when you wipe yourself. All this should correct itself within twenty-four hours. Use common sense: if you are bleeding, experiencing severe pain, have a fever, or feel very sick, go see a doctor immediately. But if you've listened to your body, and your partner has listened to you, anal fisting will leave you satisfied and happily exhausted.

NOTES
1. Herrman, Trust, 17.
2. Herrman, Trust, 22-23.
3. Herrman, Trust, 27.
4. Sex educator Robert Morgan. 5.
5. Herrman, Trust, 61.

SIDEBAR
S/M and Anal Sex

Sadomasochism (S/M) is often misrepresented and misunderstood in mainstream culture; frequently, S/M is equated with whips and chains, violent abuse, and deviant behavior. In reality, S/M has nothing to do with abuse or force—it is a consensual exchange of power arousing to both partners that may or may not involve genital sex. S/M includes one partner who is referred to as the dominant or the top; this person is in charge of the encounter, or scene, taking an active role in directing the activities. The other partner, referred to as the submissive or the bottom, takes a receptive role in the scene. Both partners negotiate a scene beforehand, communicating their likes and dislikes as well as their physical and emotional boundaries and limits.

S/M encompasses a broad spectrum of practices, including but not limited to role-playing; dominance and
submission; bondage and discipline; flagellation (spanking, slapping, paddling, whipping); sensory deprivation with the use of blindfolds, hoods, gags, and/or ear plugs; and body modification (permanent and nonpermanent piercing, cutting, branding))

One of my current fantasies has my partner coming home while am scrubbing the floor on my hands and knees in a maid's outfit. She puts down her bag and tells me not to turn around, and then I realize that she is already wearing her strap-on as she proceeds to fuck me in the ass. HARD.

Anal sex can be a very hot part of an S/M scene for many different reasons. Because it is already considered taboo, naughty, and forbidden, those attitudes can be exaggerated and played with in the context of an erotic encounter.

My favorite way to combine S/M and anal play is to make her submit to it and then tell her what a bad girl she is for wanting it.

I COULDN'T RESIST RUNNING MY HAND OVER HIS BUM.

He pushed it up into my palm, and I stroked the firm, muscular globes. I ran my hand lightly down the crack, past his anus and over his balls. I heard him expel his breath with a little sigh of pleasure, at which point I drew myself up and let the lash crack down upon the beautiful flesh.

-LINDA JAIWN
Sometimes I like to incorporate some of the taboos about ass-fucking into our dialogue during sex, like saying, "Oh, you're such a bad girl—only bad girls like getting it in the ass. How did you get so0000 naughty?"

For men and women interested in relinquishing control, letting someone else decide what goes on, or being told what to do by a top, anal sex provides a perfect activity of surrender. Others find that being anally penetrated is the ultimate experience of submission, yet still very safe because they can set the boundaries and be in control of the action.

I like anal sex because submitting to my partner this way is one of the ultimate gifts I can give her. It is something I crave and absolutely love, but it is also something that takes a great deal of trust for me to do.
S/M can also be an exploration of the limits of your body: how much you can give and take and for how long. Anal play and penetration can be an excellent manifestation of this metaphor.

*It continues to amaze me that it feels really awesome, and that I can take a big butt plug, and that I like it so much. I also like being on the receiving end because...I love the aggressive side that comes out in her when she's fucking me in the ass.*

Many people who practice S/M explore the power dynamics of dominance and submission.

*I like the idea of "forced" penetration. The idea of holding my lover down, with a knife to her throat, and forcing myself into her tight ass while verbally humiliating her and pinching her tits and slapping her...I love sensual and nonscene-oriented anal sex, too, but it is...the violation that really gets me off.*

For people interested in incorporating anal sex into dominant-submissive role playing, it is especially important to negotiate your desires and boundaries with your partner. Keep in mind that if the mutually agreed upon use of force, bondage, or very hard fucking are involved in a scene with anal play, you should still go slowly and let the receptive partner take the lead. S/M practitioners often explore the edges of pleasure and pain, but these practices should never be conflated with the experience of anal sex. Anal sex should never be forced or painful even in the context of an S/M scene, because you can do damage to your partner's body. When anal sex is consensual and approached with patience, gentleness, and lots of lube, it can be an ecstatic part of S/M play.
Genderplay and Anal Sex

My current partner is a bi woman and we alternately take on different gender roles in our relationship. There is a gender fluidity that is very important to me.

Many people enjoy enacting gender role-playing, "switching" gender roles, or combining gender characteristics during erotic encounters. Genderbending and genderplay are great ways to explore the complexities of our own genders and how they relate to our sexual identities and practices.

Some of the myths associated with anal sex are related to gender and sexual identity, and these make it ripe for genderplay. For example, some men embrace its perceived link to submission and feminization:

I love to be fucked. I fantasize about being a woman. And sometimes about just being a man while my female partner takes on the role of a man in my head. The genderbending and role reversal here can sometimes be threefold as we switch gender, dominance, and identity all at the same time.

Playing with the association between anal sex and gay men, some heterosexual and lesbian couples like to role-play gay male sex scenes:

I like genderplay within anal sex situations...I like to be a "fag" with my (female) partner, who's also a gay man.

With the help of some imagination, sexy dialogue, costumes and props, or a dildo and harness, you and your partner can be just about anyone you want to be.
SHE SPREAD MY LEGS WIDE, pulled on a latex glove, reached across me to the nightstand for lube, and then began working fingers into my ass.

"Don't move your hands," she whispered, while hers invaded me, one long finger at a time, first working in and then starting to fuck—repeating again and again until she had three up my ass and I was as stretched out and full as I'd ever been.

Her other hand, ruby ring glittering in the low light from a streetlamp, lay splayed across my belly, holding me down, thumb slowly working my clit, while she fucked my ass with the other. I held the bars but soon writhed crazily with the sensation, and as she flicked me more and more fiercely I raised my legs to her shoulders, spreading my ass as wide to her as I could wanting to let her get at me as deeply as possible.

When she felt my body tighten up in an imminent come, she stopped playing with my clit altogether, pulled my nipple hard, and I orgasmed from her pumping hand alone, coming until I was curled up practically sobbing—but still holding the bars.

"You're so good." I gasped when she was finally done with me, and she gave me that small smile again and said, "What I like about assholes is, everybody has one."

-CAROL QUEEN
You can be your girlfriend's boyfriend, your male partner's gay lover, or a "chick with a dick." Your female partner can be a male hustler or your husband. Your male partner can be a submissive young woman with a strict mistress or a girly girl being told what to do.

*I absolutely love to penetrate my male partners with a strap-on dildo. It's very important to me as a newly reformed butch dyke to continue to play with gender roles.*

Although dildos are not penis replacements, they certainly symbolize a great deal of erotic potential. Women who strap on a dildo can feel silly, sexy, or wildly powerful:

*Mostly now I have sex with men (actually, I only have sex with one man now, but even before that it's been mostly men for the past few years), and I like to have a penis and fuck with it. I like to run around the house with my strap-on on, knowing I'm going to use it on my partner, who is nervous but excited; it makes me feel silly and selfish and rude and excited. I am typically more of a bottom in bed, but when I put on my penis, I am Ober-top, with a whole new erotic personality.*

Combining genderplay and anal sex is a way to explore a range of fantasies: enacting a more dominant, aggressive role; experiencing a submissive, receptive role; or assuming a different sexual identity altogether. Because everyone has the anal orifice in common, anal sex can be both the great equalizer and a source of genderbending, fantasy, and unlimited erotic possibilities.
NOTES

SIDEBARS
Carol Queen, "Ariel" in *The Leatherdaddy and the Femme* (San Francisco: Cleis Press, 1998).
Taking Care of Your Ass

Many people assume that if you regularly engage in anal sex, you are more likely to develop anal ailments. Several common myths perpetuate this idea; myths about receptive anal sex partners getting hemorrhoids or anal fissures, having their rectums "stretched out," or becoming incontinent and having to wear adult diapers. In fact, the opposite is true quite frequently—people who practice safe, gradual, pleasurable anal sex have rectums that are as healthy as, and possibly healthier than those of people who don't have anal sex. Although it sounds surprising at first, the fact is that if you learn to exercise and tone your pelvic and sphincter muscles and regularly relax them during penetration, you are improving those muscles. The more you pay attention to your anus and rectum, the less alienated and anxious you will feel about it. The more
you experience anal pleasure, the less likely your anus and rectum will be a source of tension—and tension is a leading cause of anal health problems. People who have more awareness of anal muscles and practice relaxing them are less likely to have recurring anal tension, difficult bowel movements, or problems like straining.

Your rectum and anal canal are used to expelling feces, not being penetrated by fingers or penises. Like everything else new, anal sex takes some getting used to. Right after having penetrative anal sex, you may feel like you need to have a bowel movement. In some cases, you do, and you should sit yourself on the toilet. In other cases, your rectum is simply adjusting to the experience of anal penetration; remember that the contractions of anal muscles experienced during anal sex and during orgasm are similar to the contractions of those muscles during a bowel movement. If you feel like you have to go to the bathroom, by all means, go. You may find that it was a false alarm; if you do have a bowel movement, you may also have a little irritation, soreness, and/or diarrhea or loose stool. When feces come down the anal canal they can mix with lube, making things a little runny. Some women feel minor bladder irritation and burning during urination after anal sex. All of this is temporary, and your urination and bowel movements should quickly return to normal. If problems persist or you have pain, extreme irritation, or bleeding, see a doctor.

In general, if you want to take care of your anus and rectum, make sure you do the following: eat enough fiber-rich foods; practice good hygiene habits; do not strain to have bowel movements; get enough exercise; and manage and reduce the general stress in your life. If you have anal penetration when it is uncomfortable or painful, it can lead to more muscle tension and damage to the delicate tissue of the anal and rectal walls.
Anal Ailments

Several factors contribute to the majority of all ailments of the anus and rectum: a lack of fiber and other deficiencies in your diet; chronic anal, rectal, and intestinal muscle tension; and general stress and tension. Safe, responsible anal sex in and of itself does not cause problems; however, sexual activity can exacerbate existing conditions. If you are experiencing recurrent constipation, diarrhea, itching, burning, irritation, pain, or bleeding in the anus or rectum or during bowel movements, you should see a doctor. Problems like constipation, intestinal disorders, hemorrhoids, anal fissures, or blood clots can usually be easily diagnosed and treated; however, if they are left untreated, they can lead to more serious complications and health problems.

Anal Sex and STDs

It is important for women to have knowledge about our bodies, including our vaginas, clitorises, breasts, and rectums. You are your best source of information; you know your body and its uniqueness better than anyone else. When you experience anything unusual—including rashes or sores, persistent itching, irritation, abdominal or pelvic pain, burning or pain during urination, any unusual discharge, irregular bleeding or cramping, or discomfort or pain during sex—you should see a gynecologist or other physician promptly. In many cases, you may have a simple, easily curable infection, but you could also have a sexually transmitted disease (STD). For many women, *STDs may occur without any symptoms at all*, so the only way they can be detected is through medical exams and laboratory tests. Therefore, all sexually active women should have checkups, pelvic exams, and pap smears on a yearly basis.
It is equally important to find a gynecologist or other physician you respect, trust, and feel comfortable talking to about your sexual health and practices. I've been to gynecologists who assume I'm heterosexual and ask me the requisite "What form of birth control do you use?" I've been to others who don't ask me anything about my sexual practices, partners, or concerns. Your gynecological visit is no time to play "Don't Ask, Don't Tell." If they don't ask, it's your responsibility to tell. While a regular exam at the gynecologist should include a pelvic exam, pap smear, breast exam, and rectal exam, many doctors do not perform rectal exams unless patients specifically present rectal symptoms. If you regularly engage in anal sex of any kind, you should inform your doctor, be frank about your practices, and request a rectal exam, even if you feel fine.

Sexually transmitted diseases can be rectal- as well as vaginal. If you are diagnosed with an STD after a vaginal

**Anal Sex Practices and Safer Sex**

NOT SAFE: Unprotected rimming, unprotected anal finger-fucking, sharing anal sex toys without cleaning and disinfection or using a new condom; penis-rectum intercourse without a condom.

SAFER: Anal masturbation; rimming with a latex barrier; finger-fucking with a latex glove; cleaning, disinfecting, and using condoms with all sex toys; penis-rectum intercourse with a condom and withdrawal; fisting with a latex barrier; spanking or whipping that does not break the skin or draw blood.
exam and didn't have a rectal exam, you should return for a rectal exam. Because of the close proximity of our vaginas to our anuses, it is easy for women to spread infections from one orifice to the other. And if you had unprotected vaginal and anal sex, then the STD virus is likely to be living in both places; better to be safe than sorry. Most STDs can be treated and cured fairly easily with antibiotics if they are caught in their early stages. Untreated STDs can lead to more serious complications, including sterility, cancer, and, in some cases, death. So, please, take care of yourself.

Here are some of the most common STDs in America, their symptoms, and their treatments. I specifically discuss STDs that can be transmitted through anal sex and how the STDs affect your anus and rectum, since this book is primarily concerned with anal sex and health. Again, most women who contract an STD never exhibit symptoms until their condition becomes serious. You shouldn't attempt to self-diagnose an STD; use the following information as a guideline rather than a substitute for regular visits to the doctor.¹

**Anal Warts**

Anal warts (like genital warts) are spread when your anal area comes into contact with the affected area of an infected partner. Anal warts begin as small pink bumps around the anus and in the anal canal; they tend to spread rapidly, forming clumps of bumps that may be itchy or painful if they are irritated. Their incubation period is usually one to six months. Anal warts are treated by removing them from the skin by applying chemicals to them (usually acids), burning them with an electric needle (electrocautery), or freezing them with liquid nitrogen (cryotherapy).² Even after visible warts are removed, the virus that causes them—the human papillomavirus
(HPV)—can remain in your body, and the anal warts can recur. You can also spread warts from your anus to your vagina and vice versa—another reason for regular rectal exams. If you have anal warts, you should also be checked for vaginal warts. Women diagnosed with anal warts should have regular exams even after they are removed to monitor recurrences and prevent complications.

Hepatitis
Hepatitis is an inflammation of the liver that has several different strains; I am going to address hepatitis A and hepatitis B because they are the most common and the most relevant to anal sex and health. The hepatitis A virus

Protecting Yourself

- Get tested for HIV and STDs regularly, especially if you have unprotected anal sex with partners.
- Always use condoms, dental dams, latex gloves, and water-based lubricants for all anal activities.
- Learn how to use condoms properly (see chapter 4).
- For an extra measure of safety during penis-rectum intercourse, have your partner withdraw before ejaculation. Remember, semen from men who are HIV- has a high concentration of the virus and is very infectious.
- Safe, slow, and gentle anal sex decreases the chances of trauma to anal/rectal tissue; keep in mind, however, that you may already have minute tears or sores in the rectal lining that you don't know about.
- If you and your partner are both HIV+, you should still practice safer sex to avoid being exposed to a different strain of the virus or transmitting opportunistic infections.
is found in the feces of an infected person, so it can be spread by unprotected anal penetration and especially unprotected oral-anal contact. The hepatitis B virus is found in all bodily fluids of an infected person, including semen, saliva, vaginal secretions, blood, feces, and sweat. People with hepatitis may experience a variety of symptoms, including low energy, loss of appetite, depression, body aches, nausea, diarrhea, abdominal pain, rashes, swollen glands, fever, chills, dark urine, weight loss, and, if the condition has become serious, jaundice. Some people can be carriers of hepatitis and not have any symptoms; others can develop chronic, recurring hepatitis. People who are at risk of contracting hepatitis B can be vaccinated against the virus.

Genital Herpes

About 150 million people in the United States have been exposed to the herpes virus. Genital herpes can be transmitted through sexual contact, including vaginal, oral, and anal sex; the herpes virus can also enter the body through mucous membranes or cuts in the skin. Within a week of exposure, people with herpes usually first experience a tingly or burning sensation in the genital area; then they develop bumps or blisters in the affected area, which can be itchy, sore, and/or painful. Women can also experience flu like symptoms, swollen glands or lymph nodes, a vaginal discharge or yeast infection, and painful urination. Initial sores usually heal in one to three weeks without treatment. There is no cure for herpes, and symptoms can recur during outbreaks. These outbreaks can be brought on by stress, a compromised immune system, or prolonged exposure to the sun; they can last for up to three weeks. Although a person is most contagious during an outbreak, transmission of the virus can happen during nonactive periods as well (especially the two weeks after an outbreak).
and with or without visible blisters or other symptoms. Sores can appear not only on but around the genitals, and condoms and dental dams will protect only the area they cover, so partners should limit their activities accordingly during outbreaks. In recent years, people with herpes have successfully used a drug called Zovirax™ (either ointment or pills) to control and treat symptoms.⁴

Rectal Gonorrhea
Rectal gonorrhea is transmitted exclusively through sexual contact. Symptoms appear within three to seven days of exposure and include soreness or burning during bowel movements and an anal discharge. Up to 80 percent of women who have gonorrhea have no symptoms, and this is even more true in cases of rectal gonorrhea than vaginal gonorrhea.¹ Rectal gonorrhea is treated with antibiotics, including penicillin, tetracycline, and ceftriaxone.

Chlamydia
The symptoms of chlamydia, which is transmitted through sexual contact, present one to three weeks after infection and are very similar to those of gonorrhea, including bowel movement discomfort, anal burning, soreness, and discharge; women may also experience swelling and soreness of the lymph nodes and rectal bleeding. Two-thirds of women, however, have no symptoms.⁶ Chlamydia is also treated with antibiotics like doxycycline and azithromycin. Studies show that 45 percent of people with gonorrhea also have chlamydia, so people who've been diagnosed with one disease should definitely be tested for the other.⁷

Syphilis
Much less common today than in the past, syphilis is transmitted through vaginal, oral, and anal sex or through
mucous membranes and cuts in the skin. It can have an incubation period of two to eight weeks. Ten to ninety days after exposure, people with syphilis experience the primary stage of the virus. A round ulcer (called a chancre) erupts in the affected area. The area in and around the chancre may ache or burn—or not. People may also have swollen lymph nodes. After the chancre hardens, heals, and disappears, the secondary stage begins. The secondary stage is marked by a general skin rash that may be itchy and painful. You may also experience fever, swollen glands, aching joints, headaches, nausea, and/or constipation. This stage is when people are most contagious. The third and fourth stages, latent and tertiary, are very serious and can be deadly if untreated. Syphilis is treated with antibiotics, usually penicillin, doxycycline, or tetracycline.

**HIV and AIDS**

Fads About Transmission

HIV, the virus that causes AIDS, is carried and transmitted through bodily fluids and most concentrated in blood, semen, menstrual blood, breast milk, and vaginal secretions. HIV is transmitted in several ways: through unprotected sexual contact with the bodily fluids of an infected person, by sharing needles with an infected person (through intravenous drug use), by receiving infected blood (through a transfusion), or from mother to baby via amniotic fluid, during delivery or breast-feeding. Current literature confirms that it's easier for women to get AIDS from men through sexual intercourse than vice versa.' This is because the tissue of the vagina is more susceptible than the tissue of the penis to trauma, tears, and minute sores, which provide infected semen a direct
route to the bloodstream—and this is even more true of the tissue of the rectum. Also, semen has a higher viral load than vaginal fluid.

Women can transmit the virus to their women partners through unprotected oral and digital stimulation, especially if there are cuts or sores (which may or may not be visible) in their mouths or on their hands. They can also transmit the virus by sharing sex toys without using condoms or disinfecting them.

Finally, intravenous drug use is the riskiest route of all.

NOTES
1. For more information on STDs and anal sex, I recommend Anal Pleasure and Health by Jack Morin; The American Medical Women's Association Guide to Sexuality, edited by Roselyn Payne Epps and Susan Cobb Stewart; and Your Sexual Health by Dr. Jenny McClosky (San Francisco: Halo Books, 1993).
5. McCloskey, Your Sexual Health, 164.
My goal for this book is to give women knowledge about their bodies, so we may all have safe, pleasurable anal erotic experiences. In my research, I have come across so many women who really enjoy anal sex—the unique physical sensations, the emotional intensity, the complex psychological dynamics. These same women took a major step in breaking their silence—a silence so widespread among all of us—to tell me that they love anal sex. Then they told me why they love to do it, how they love to do it, when they love to do it, and with whom (or what) they love to do it. It felt great to finally hear other women's stories and not feel so alone with my own desires, fantasies, and experiences of anal sex. I hope *The Ultimate Guide to Anal Sex for Women* incites this kind of communication among its readers and that this important dialogue continues.

There are other books about anal sexuality in the works as this one goes to press, and I find that very exciting. There is
so much more scientific, medical, and anecdotal research yet to be done on the subject. Just as each person's ass is unique, each person's particular take on anal sexuality is, too. We need more surveys, more stories, more guides, more information. Just think—the more information we have, the more anal sex we can have!

You obviously had the desire and curiosity to learn more about anal sexuality or you would never have picked up this book. If you've gotten this far, my desire is that you are now armed with information, resources, ideas, and some answers to your questions. Questions! People have so many questions about anal eroticism. I hope I have answered some important ones. I also hope that if you've got others, you'll ask them. Ask a friend, a lover, a health care professional, a sexologist, or one of the incredibly well-trained voices on the other end of the line at San Francisco Sex Information. The more I've brought up the subject of anal eroticism in my travels, the more people I've found who really want to talk about it. If we try not to censor ourselves, we just may learn something new—a simple how-to technique or even a secret hunger your lover never thought she could tell you.

Use this book with love, understanding, desire, and trust; ideally, it will reward you with some hot, sexy anal play. Remember that patience and practice make perfect. In my anal erotic experiences, I've felt sheer bliss, absolute surrender, indescribable rapture, and overwhelming pleasure—and I haven't gotten anywhere near perfect yet. In fact, I don't really want to. For me, the ultimate thrill is in the voyage.
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